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INFIDBLITY AGAINST ITSELF,

IN THREE PARTS.

.

An examination of the 144 contradictions of the
Bible (so called) and an argument on the Divine origin
or the Bible with other arguments showing the follies of
infidelity •

'I
" Fools are my theme let satire be my song "
-Byron.

By U, G. WILKINSON,'.
Comanche, Indian Territory .
•
1905.

•

PREFACE.

(

Wlien I began preparing this book for the press I had
no idea of making it the size it 1s, and it has been after
much thought that I have come to the decision to do so.
I had at first thought of producing a smaij tract which
co'»d be sold for ten cents, but finding it impossible to
examine the so called contradicttons of the Bible, the
principal purpose for which the book is written, in so
small a compass, I decided to make it as interesting- and
instructive as possible and place the price as reasonable
as possij)le. In other words make the price fit the book
instead of the book fitting the price. And so you have it,
such as it is, "What I have written, I have written."
Hoping t,hat God to whom is due ,all praise and glory
forever, will bless this effort and all the faithful in Jesus
our Lord, and that at least some good will be done in the
name of the Lord, I am
Yours in Faith, Hope and Love,
U. G. WILKINSON.
Comanche,
July. 1901>.

NOTE,

INFIDELITY
AGAINST
ITSELF.

....

If 0. 0. Moore had been dead when this book was
written (as he is now, having died la.st February)
there
a.re things herein that perhaps would not have been said,
or said differently, as I have no desire to make war on
the dead, But as all that hert:iin is said is absolutely
true, and as his whole life was given to fighting
the
things that Christians
hold most dear, to slandering
preachers etc., and as his slanderous lies still live to do
whatever of damage they can, I have no desire to change
any statement herein,
I can but regret that he had not
lived to see my book: and learn what he had to say in
reply, but as it is God's will, be it so. I send it forth
"with malice to none, with charity to all," and with only the desire ~o vindicate truth, and honor God,

,,
Part

I.

"Feols are my theme let satire be my song"

"Ye are of your father the Devil, and the lust of your
father ye will do. He was a murderer from the beginuing
and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in
him . When he speaketh a lie he speaketh of his own,
for he is a liar and the father of it. " John 8:44.
He who" Spake as never man spake, '' gives us in the
above quotation another illustration
of the power of
speech possessed by him, as perhaps there could not be a
discription
of infi.dehty, written
containing
greater
force, brevity, aptness, completeness and condensity.
H
covers all the ground in one brief sentence.
I shall here produce some things to show that infidelity
5
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is the offspring of the father of lies, not only by its mjs•
representations of and scurrilous lie@about Bible JX1enand
women, but also its lies and misrepresentations
of men
and women of today who uphold the pure and holy
principles and ·doctrines of the gospel of Jesus, aud wor•
ship the God their fathers worshipped. Always ranting
about the crimes of preachers, they cannot be too protuse
in their laudat1ons of infidels, who died as a result of
reckless dissipation and debauchery
like Paine and
others, making gods of them, bowing at their shrine
with an idolatry unequaled by the wildest devotee o! the
most fanatic religion.
While belittling and traducing
the character of the noblest men and women of the earllh
and denying the exi~tence of the true God. Rehashing
doctrines of ancient sophists which have been exploded
for thousands of years, and c).aiming them a.s new,
passmg slanders of Christians and especially pr~hers for arguments, aud with such ungodly methods gIV·
ing out that they are leaders in civilization, and are
wrAsting the human race from the tenticles of the monster of superstition
they worship at the shrine of a
blind fetich called science. Being ignorant materialists
and knowing almost nothin~ of material things even.
and utterly ignoring the higher attributes and elements
of human nature in the realms of Faith and Reason, they
assume a superiority of wistfom, and an infallibility of
knowledge that would make angels weep and devils blush.
Denying that the Bible writers could have possesse~ the
knowledge sufficient to write what they have written,
they ascribe to modern scientists an infallibility
of
knowledge which if they really possessed would make
· them gods of no mean order.
·
In this examinat;on I ~hall use some examples of infi•
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del stupidity and arrogance as a pattern of the rest and
mainly the notorious Blue Grass Blade pubhsh;d at
Lenngton, Kentucky, with perhaps certain of his reailers
and contributors as shall serTe my purpose, not because
he 1s the worst of his kind, though he is bad enough, but
for the reason I am in a position better to know whereof
I speak on this 1c1ubject,as I have been made the especial
object of spite and spleen. for about a year, by him on
account of the fact that I have several times in the last
few years routed their forces with tongue and pen. 'l'he
Blue Grass Blade having at times whole pages of misrep·
resentations and falsehoods concerning me, which I have
been given no opportunity to refute.
There are no doubt a few good infidels but the more
experience I have with them, the less is the assertion t1'at
there are good infidels verified. I shall not however on
that account repudiate the few friends I have amonll
them, until I have reason to do so, but will still consider
them 1111
my friends.
They will have to thank O. O. Moore, for the fact that
I have almost lost confidence in them, the ul.an who I
believe is the only· man I have ever seen who heR not
one particle of regard for truth on any proposition
human or divine and does oot know what the word fairness means when dealing with an opponent. While prat·
ing about the dishonesty of others which is about all he
can ever say, he is himself the avatar of dishonesry.
Continually berating 11omeone for intollerance and big,,.
try he is i;he most intollerant bigot. Continually aeons·
ing some one of lying, he has not the slightest regard or
respect for any truth of either God or man. In pr oof of
all these thinirs "Let facts be submitted to a candid
world , ''

I

'
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He (Moore) has repeateclly stated both in print aQ.d
orally that he would 1mblish both sides of the qu•tion•
proffered to publish anything that I would wriMf'con•
cerning our debate, then refused to publish even one let•
ter from me, and in quotatio~s from articles from me and ·
from a letter of mine from one A. A. Snqw, he ao prb•
led all the quotations as to gh-e his readers not the remotest idea of what I actually did say, and at the same
time making it appear that he published all I had to say
on the subject.
2. He makes "8fbled quotations from my answer to
D, L. Pardoe in the Firm foundation February 14-0I.
on Luke 14:26, does not give one scintilla of the argument made by me, and in order to mislead his readers
and make them believe he quoted all I said, he does not
even indicate the omisaions of the part with the ordinary
1i1ns used by printers i11.such cases, then u thougb
he had given my argument says: "You can see that
Wilkinson makes no attempt at argument in 'writlD!f to
Pardue."
I don't see bow they could see when he did
aot give them my argument to give them a ohanoe to
eee. Whv did he not give his readers what I said and
let them be jud&'es fer themselve1 u to whether or not it
was an at.tempt at argument? This would be doing fairer than Moore is willing to be, besides if he had dared do
w 1' would have shown his own base mi1re~ntat1oas,
See BJue Grass Blade, Mar. 5, 1905,
8. He besely, and with no authority whatever for bis
st.atementa, misrepresents such good QleD u Waahinirtoa,
.Jeffersonj Lincoln etc., calling them intldela wnile the
authentic history of those men. as well as all their wril,
ings and papen, give the lie to his basel&ss obargu.
showing them to be firm believers in the God of the Bible,
1.
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Lincoln especially regarding the Bible as the book of books.
4. He, in contra.diction to all authority, would make
the world beheve that Tom Paine is the beginning and
the end, the first and the la.st of the American Revolution, the Declaration of lndependenoe and all the grand
achievements of the times when our country was beiilg
moulded into a nation. · Every school boy kn()WS that he
never came to America untill long after the most stirring
times had passed, that it was Pa.trick Henry, who "sounded to responsive hearts the note of approaching revolution," defied the British tyrant on his throne and t'<msed
the slumbering fires of liberty and patriotism by his
fearless and matchless eloquence years before Paine ever
came to America. That James Otis is another name
whom history will never permit to die, who threw himself into the whillwiud and guided the storm before
Paine was ever heard · of. And Franklin, the Ada.msee'
Washington, Jefferson and others, almost a host, no& to
mention the army of private soldiers who left their bloq4
stained tootprints on the snow of Valley Forge, cer~airify
figured grandly in those perilous times. In fact tbe authentic records of those times (and I don·~ know what we
know a.bout it except from them) show that Paine who
was given a position of trust by the Continental Con•
gress was compelled to resign m order to prevent his re,
moval in disgrace for incompetency and treachery,
which ended *s political career in America. And the
world would donbtless never have heard of him :inore. but
tor his scurrilous book a.gains the Bible, the "A~ of Rea
son," and the persistence with whioh a few godless inti.·
dels keep howling his name and ascrtb!ng to him servic,
et>never performed by the "miserable man," who die~
the death of a drunken lecher. All of which can be

\
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i
established by authentic history.
His book is never read
now except by a few infidels, and those who read it to
refute its scurrilous teachings.
[NoTE.-His
(Paine's) first wife is said to have died
by ill usage. His second was rendered so miserabla bv
neglect and unkindness that they separated
by mutual
agreement.
His third, compamou not his wife, was the
victim of his seduction while he lived upon the hospitali·
ty of her husband.
* * * The lady in whose house
he lived relates that he was daily drunk and in his few
moments of soberness was always quarreling
with her,
and disturbing the peace of the family.
He was disgustingly and deliberately filthy. He had an old black
woman for a servant as drunken as her ma~ter, He accused her of stealing his rum; she retaliated by accusing
him of being an old drunkard.
They would lie on the
same floor quarreling and threatening to fight but too
intoxicated to engage in battle.
He removed afterwards
to various families, continuing his habits, and paying
his board only when compelled,
In his drunken
fits
he was accustomed to talk about the immortality of the
Roul. Probably most of his book aga10st the inspiration
of the Scriptures was inspired by his cups.
Such was
the author of the "Age of Reason," such the apostle of
mob inficl.elity.-Mcllvaine's
Evidences pp. 424-427.
So
llved, so died, spurned by all, the idol of modern infidels
one of the gods they worship, a fitting fruit of the seed
they sow. The only service he ever rendered
America
or mankind was while he claimed to be a Quaker.]
5, They (Infidel Puhlications) are continually abusing
praachers, and whining and howling about the intollerance and bigotry of the advocates of religion and the
Bible, and every statement
they make is given the lie
by the very fact that such scurrilous
and libelous publications are permitted to pass unchallenged
and unmolested through the mails of a Christian country,
Ghnstians looking on them with commisseration
and pity
rather than contempt or intollerance.

1

6. They pose as reformers and as the discoverers of
new thought, as leaders in the march of progress, when
every statement,
every hypothesis,
every argument ad.
vanced and relied on by them as a refutation of Bible
truth is a rehash of stale and exploded theories whose
wreckage strew the blighted and ruined pathway of the
past, every theory advanced by them having undergone
as many changes as Proteus, while every argument advanced by them has been answered thousands of times
by Christian philosophers.
Yet in their ignorant
complacency they assert that Christians
refuse to meet the
issue, and are afraid to have their position examined in
the light of investigation.
7. They pose as advocates of free speech, free thought,
and freedom Ill general, while they are abject slaves of
their own self imposed ignorance and folly. The only
time in the history of the world that Liberty and Free.
dom fled shrieking from the earth, leaving no vestige of
their trail behind, was when infidelity
triumphed for a
few d1ys in France, ·and Ath'eism was in absolute control
during the French
Revolut10n.
Reason, of which they
boast so much, fled the earth.
Liberty, even Justice,
much less Mercy and Cbaritv, fled affrighted, while
Murder.
Rapine, Libertinism,
Lechery, Debauchery,
held unrebuked sway. :Multitudes who renounced in the
bitterest terms the pure and holy worship of the Chris.
tian's God, bowed in wild fanatic worship to a courtesan
as the goddess of Reason, while mulr.imdes of the best
people in the land were daily beheaded.
No one dared
to express an opinion religious or political, for fear it
would not meet with the approval of the ruling power
and be pronounced treason, with the loss of a bead.
Finally the hideous nightmare oassed and the people awak

I I· iJ

ii'
I
I
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~xcept what they have cornered and now have cuch '!d in
the few ounces of grey matter that fills tbe vacum which
nature bas produceJ
inside the little knot on thi-, uppe,r
end of their neck, mistaken
by them for a head.
They
seem unwilling to admit that others as wEll as they can
know some things.
They make the statements
unn servedly tnat all the ignorance
is on the side of the bt'·
Jiever, and at th.13same time they refuse to examine
the
Christian evidences,
and utterly
ignore the fact that in
every age, country aud clime, nearly all the master
minds have been on the si1e of religion.
They all th~•
we have been able to save from the wreckage
caused by
rE,Ign, ha
the remorseless march of Time's all devasttng
been from the advocates of religion
In fact has bt:en the
fruits and results of religion itself.
9. They "compass sea and land" to hatch up slanders
of preachers and other advocates of the Bible and reli;;-ioo,
and herald and publish
them in morning
and eveuirg
with the sound of a trumpet,
charging
all their rt>al and
assumed crimes to religion.
They hunt up Pvery wild
and superstitious story they can hear of and affect to claim
that these are believed and advocated
by Cnri~dau
pa.
pers, and affect to claim that in this lies the strength
o•
the Christian position, when if it were not for thur iuexcusable ignorance they would know that no repres1wt1v i
church of Christendom
believes such stories any wore
than they, that Christ and his apostles
and ,dl Bible
wnters and characters
condemned these things :is surceries, witchcraft etc., and as to crimes of preachers, if it
were not for their outrageous
ignorance
t!.lAy would
know that while as we all know all preachers
are not
good men, tnere being some infidels
among them, and
while some inti lels are good men it ia the excE-pttoL, and

ii
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while some preachers are bad men it is the exception,
the mmisters of Satan are often transformed into angels
of light-yet
everyone can verify the fact for themselves
by taking a little trouble in their own community, by
inquiry and observation
and experience they will find
that the preachers as a class, of all denominations
above
the average for morality, honesty etc., and for a circum,
spect and exemplary life in general. I say this as a matter
of common justice to the preachers.
10. They are continually
berating
preachers
for
preaching for money, when the facts in the case are that
preachers according to their talents are the poorest paid
of any other class of men. Any man who possesses the
n'lcessary ability to make a successful preacher could
make much more money in any other profession.
The
only real sacrifices the world has ever seen made has
been for religion and by the advocates of religion.
No
infidel will suffer for his principles.
A preacher who
would preach for the money should be sent to the foolish
house for several reasons.
But while the infidel boasts
of his reason, he always takes the unreasonable side and
acts withouti reason.
But it has been the misfortune of
the enemies of God that he has . ever put them to utter
confusion thtJir actions belying their words always.
It
certainly wouid be unreasonable to argue that any one
preaching for money only (a) when he could make so
much more at. something else (b) when his conscience
would teach him he would be condemned for it (c) when
his own people would condemn him for it as well as the
world.
11. Thev are contmually talking about the Christian (?)
nations when every school boy knows there is no such
thing as a Christian nation, speaking in the sense lll

which they make use of the word. They cite Russia,
Italy etc., as examples when if they would even casually
examine the facts, just take the trouble to post themselves a little even, they would know that these countries are not Bible countries.
That they are Catholics
and vlace the authority of the church above the word,
and while they profess Christianity
they do not permit
their people nor any one else that they can prevl,nt, to
read the Scriptures and treat them with as much irrev ·
erence as do the rankest infidels. In fact while professing Christianity they are really infidels, though not as
bad a form of it as is the avowed infidelity.
12, It (Infidelity through its greatest advocates) wail~
about the church having a cinch on the minds, hopes,
fears and purses of the people, when the truth is more
money is spent for alcohol alone, according to official
statistics, in one year in the United States, than for religion one hundred years, not to mention other vices and
infidel sink holes where millions are expended which
statistics cannot reach. All of which places and those
who resort to them being the mortal en.iroies of God and
religion, whose precepts they defy,
13. It purports to abjure faitn and rely on reason,
when ignorant as its advocates are, they should know
that practically all the knowledge we pos8ess in history
mental and moral science and philosoplly and in faot the
natural sciences themselves, not to mention religion, is
fo"nded on faith.
They are so ignorant that they do not
seem to realize that reason is a creature ot education and
depends mainly on faith itself for irs exercise, yea for its
very existence, their reason sometimes makes them so
unreasonable
as to make them the laug-hing stock of
people ot even ordinary attainments and reason.

16
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14. While their language
abounds
in metaphors,
simillls and other rhetoric ll figures, yet they make
donkeys of themselvEs in their godless ignorance by attempting to literalize the rhetorical figures found iP the
Bible, or to reduce them to absurdity, by pretend;ng to
not understand them, claiming that the B1ble writers did
not understand the structure
of the universe (which by
the way they need not necessarily
have rlone the Bible
n ,t hav1ng been given to teach mathematical
or physical
science but to teach moral and religious truth) becau,e
they use some rhetorical figures as the lay1n!\' of the
tollndations of the earth, the four corners of the earth
the sun standing still etc., which any one with a com~
mon knowledge of rhetoric and a superficial examination
of thf:I p~s,ages (something howe,·er, which the average
infidel ntl\'er does ls to examine the passages of Scriptures)
cau see that they never were intended to be taken as
literal, but as fig1ua.tive. As when Ingersoll or Mrs.
Henrv or other infidels speak of the human intellect as
soaring to magnificent
heights, no one is so ignorant as
the infi,lels are when they re.id the Bible, to a'.lcuse them
of believing that the human mind actually has literal
hings like a bird, or that it is a bird or a kite or socne
other wmged thing that flies.
16. It boasts of the world's
noble achievements
m
different b.·anches of knowledge
as though evervthing
worthy of the name done for the advancement of the
world, was done by infidels, when the truth is that you
may ransack history and rumage through all forms of
philosophy in vain. for uot one truth of science, or the
God of science, not one deed of war, or victory of peace,
or noble act ot man can bb set down to the credit of infidelity.
But en the c,ontrary the progress of the world
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has eyer been impeded by i•/fidelity which is th!> blackness of darkness rorever. '' God will not permit them to
do anything useful it seems.
Were Gallileo, Copernicus
Columbus, Newton a1.1d others infidels? All were firm be'.
lievers in the Christian i;,eligion. What infidels or infidel
organizations
have ever built or endowed colleges taught
righteousness
and purity in church and Sunday school,
or sacrificed themselves
in an attempt
to better maukind? Their work ha~ been the other way. Infidelity
bas built brothels, instead of almshouses, gambling rlens
instead of colleges, saloons in place of churches.
Have
sought to accomplish the ruin of woman instead of leading her in the paths of virtue and honor.
Have worship·
ped courtesans instead of God, and have made R God of
blind and insensate matter and force to which as a fetwb
they bow in idolatrous worship instead of the perfect and
incomprehensible
God of wisdom, love and infinite power,
these qualities being attributes of God instead of being
gods themselves.
And they assume their fotich mfltter
and iorce possesses or once possessed the power to originate life and all things, that it produced a tree without
an acorn, a man and a woman without a father or
mother, and yet laugh at the idea of the miraeulous
conception.
I must confess that the reasoning, or rather
the assuming
powers of the average infidel is simply
wonderful ! His credulity also 1s rather well developed
for a skeptic, when it comes to believing ttiings that he
wants to believe and that his godless theory of the
origin of things requires him to believ . For he can,,ot
nor does not yet say that life did not have an orig-in
somewbPre in the past and his no God theory must as,ume that nature originated it, a thing which he bunself
admit,s that nature caunot now do.

28
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ranee. Who authorized
them to 'assume that a God
would be so pr"lcise as never to use rhetorical figures:'
Without which
we would scarcely have emphasis,
clearness, perspicuity etc. ? It is fair and just to presume that everything that man may use in language,
God may also use, unless it were something sinful (it being contrary to the nature of God to sin) but could God
sin in words? I thmk not. And I have never heard it
claimed by even the most precise that it is a sin to use
rhetorical figures. It seems to be permissible with the
infidels to use all kinds of them, even to contradict them selves on every pai;;e of their writings as do Ingersoll ,
:Mrs. Henry et al.
32. In one breath the mfidel rejects the philosophy
As claimed by Inof Christ because it is too humane.
gersoll "it takes from goodness, virtue, truth, the right
of self defense."
They claim that the command to resist
not evil and to love your enemies is wrong. The Bible
offers too much mercy. Then 'turning to contradict themselves claim the Bible teaches too much cruelty, that is
the greatest cruelty on earth, and is responsible for all
the wickedness of the world. In fact take up most any
infidel publication
and each succeeding page is as a
g-eneral rule a sufficient answer and refutation of the one
;receding it. So completely doe, God confus1 the work3
of His enemies.
33. Infidelity of today talks as though there had never been any infidels
until recent times. That no one
has possessed sufficient wisdom to be an infidel.
And
they persuade themselves to believe it. While the real
truth is, there has never in any age been but few sufficiently devoid of wisdom to espouse their foolish theo-
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punishments justly due misdeeds, the wish being father
to the thought-yet
there have in every age been a few
whose · theories and very names have been speedly forgotten, like the flower of the grass which comes in a day
and is cut down-so
that in reality every argument
made by them in this day and time, as a new argument.
is a rehash of some old exploded theory or objection.
Not one new idea to be brought forward by them. Nothing but what has been answered thournnds of times by
Christian ph1losophers.
34. If every argument made by them were true and
correct, if everything they claim were a fact, it would
not commence to make out a. case in their favor. Suppose they discover real or apparent errors, contradictions
and inconsistencies in the Bible. Wou'ld that prove that
God is not its author? We find apparent errors, contradictions and inconsistencies in nature, one of the most
notable examples of which is the head of the average
infidel. If this proves anything it shows by analogy
that the author of nature is the author of the Bible.
For the tact that there is an agreement
between nature
and the Bible, in that they exhibit the same characteristics, shows that they emanate from the same source.
The Bible ha, two sides, as we may easily determine, the
human and the Divine. God inspired 1t but man wrote
it. But the assumption that God is some great non-entity
of all goodness, possessing
neither energy or sense of
right and wrong, with no appreciation for the beautiful,
the sublime, the funny; that he dare not deal in rhetorical
figures and tropes, using human language as man use~ it,
speaking metaphorically of the corners of the eartli, or its
foundations as any sen~1ble writer would or might do
without being accused of believing the earth not round,
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PART 2.
The works of God are fair for naQabt,
UnleiiiS our eyes lo seeing,
5 e In the thing the hidden thought,
\hat animates its being.
d' t' 8 ex;istence is origina•
By contraries and conJ~~o~gf:ut
nature the positive
ted and pt:>_rnetua.ted. .
ntinua.l operation and by
and n_egative forces ~re ;na.gc~inst ea.ch other, make exi~·
opposmg and eonten m
rea.t harmony of the umtence po~sible a~d p~odui:etb~i~ine wisdom.
Superficial
verse, th1:1sma.ntfestmg
ble may deny this or fail to
thiD:kers m ua.tur~ a.n\the ~~reful investigator is str_uck
see its be3:uty_. . uth
e 8 nee of such manifesta.t10ns
with a.dmirat~on lll t e p~e 1 d to exclaim with the Apos·
of Infimte Wisdom, :ng is . e hes both of the wisdom and
tle: "10dtbe dfeGptohds'
oh;we ;~csea.rohable a.re His judgmenti
know e ge o
·
.
1,,
and His ways pasi findmg out.
. t·ion of the so called contradictions of the.
An examma
O
.
blished by the Truth Seeker(?)
om pan.}'
:~~~ey::k,p:s
"embodying
the most palpable and strik. n self contra.dictions."
bl
i ~s these so called contra.dicticns are "tp e _most pa..lp~ :
. .
self contra.dictions" founu m the \\ ~r o
and strikmg d b the highest infidel authorities, if it can
God~ a.s sta.thtet t!ey. a.re not contradictions a.t a.!l, but ar~
be suown
a

°
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macle to appear so because the infidel in his godless ignorance of Bible teachings, or hJs dishonesty, has soar•
rangPd them a.s to make them appear so, then the infidel
boast that the Bible is a book of self contradictions, is
false and falls to the ground, leaving him with the contradictions in his own sappy head. It may be fairly said
tha.t the paradipg
of these contradictions
has become
stale, so often h\. ve the infidels called attention to them
that there is nothing new about them and Ohristians
have answered them so oftec. that it seems superfluous to
pay any further attent10n to them, but a.s some good may
be accomplished by another book on the subiect, we sa.v,
•'Here's at yon with another."
But if all that is claimed by infidels were true it proves
nothing.
The Bible might be full of contradictions to
the unlearned just as nature is, but what does that provet
The philosopher understanding
the forces af nature can
understand that while it is a universal law of nature that
all bodies fall to the earth, y~t the sun and stars do not
fall. He can tell why, but can the unlettered do ,o?
Here is-a contradiction in nature that might be followed
up with hundreds of othen., not to show that nature has
no author, or is absurd in its workings, but showing how
the wise Author of nature makes opposing forces work
together to accompliBh His ends. The mechanic makes
use of opposing torces to run ruach mery, to lift great
weights eto. And if it were not for the opposing forces
in nature no ma.chine could be run, no ,;hip could cro~s
the sea, in fact n a ture would b-, at a standstill.
So Ill
the moral and intel ectual wollct th ecie appareut contra.dictions when correctly unr:lerst1Jod show the divine wisdom
to better advantage and greatiy aid us lil securing wisdom.
\Vhile gravity holds all bodies firmly on the surface of
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the earth, not permitting
them to even move unless by
some outside more powerful foroe, yet this. same force of
gravity oan be easily made use of to raide them by using
levers and other proper appliances.
Gravity which
causes the rain to fall to the earth and all the rivers to
run into the sea etc., is contradicted and overcome by the
f ,,rce which causes vaporization
which brings the wate
again to the cloud glad bearer of it back again to the
sources of the rivers and so by the contraries ln nature in
a ceaseless round accomplished
without which life on
earth must soon cease to be. If these contradictions
in
tine physical universe can be understood and made use of
in so many ways to the advantage of man, why not in
the moral and religious universe as well? And so in.
stead or these thmgs disproving
the authorship of the
Bible as the infidel seems to take for ~ranted, it only
proves what is claimed by the Christian that the author of
nature is the author of the Bible.
As the philosopher who would undertake to explain the
11ontradictions in nature would perhaps not be understood
by some of the ignorant, at least in all his explanations, so
we do not expect to be understood altogether in these ex.
planations at least by ignorant infidels, Manv of whom
will not see. But let us to our work,
1 do not give the quotations as the infidel has garbled
them anyway, and it will also be necessary for the read.
er to turn to them and read them in their ronnections and
context in order to get thelr meaning properly, so vou
should have your Bible by you in readmg this part.
1. God is satisfied Wlth His works, (Gen. 1 :31)--God
is dissatisfied with His work. (Gen. 8:6.)
The first of these &cripto{e!l speaks of the creation and
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that evervthing was good as it came from the plastic
hand of God the Creator. The scoond of a time after man
become very_ wicked by his own acts and on this account
God had decided to destroy him with the flood. Nothing
remotely resembling a contradiction here,
If a historian
should state that a father was proud of his first born son,
when born, but when the same son had grown to man.
hood and was . to be execu~ed as a criminal, the father
was sorry that he was ever born and it grieved him at
h~s he~rt, would any one be silly enough to say thi.t the
historian had contradicted
himself? I think 11.ot. Not
even an infidel however ignorant.
2. God dwells in chosen temples. (2 Ohron. 7:12, 16.) _
God dwells not in chosen temples.
(Acts 7:48.)

God dwells in temples, or dld so in a spiritual sense iu
the old institution.
'fhat is, He chose it a place in which
for
his
people
to
assemble
to worship him. In the new
.
. .
.
mstltutwn it 1s different for now God 1s to be worshinped anywhere so the worship be "in Spirit and in truth:,,
One of these scriptures was spoken in the old and the
?ther _in the new institution.
We only need to study them
m their contexts as we !'!hould, to see in them beautv and
harmony instead of contradiction.
dwells in
3. God dwells in light. (1 Tim. 6:16)--God
darkness (1 Kings 8:1~. Ps. 18;11. Ps. 97:2.)
Suppose that God dwells in light and darkness too
What then? ~an <lwells in light during the day tim~
(unless he gets lll a dark place where the light is shut out
by some means) and in darkness at night.
Is that any
contradiction?
Could not God dwell in both light and
darkness, since man can? You make me tired.
· 4.

God is seen and heard.

(Ex. 33:23,11.

G en. 3 :9 ,10.

SB

3:10.
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1 Sams. 2 :30-31. 2 Kings 20:1, 4, 5, 6. Ex. 83:1, i .

17, 14.
The first proves the unchangableness
of God. The
i;econd only proves the waywardness
and uncertainty of
human things and that God acts accordingly.
Instead
of proving anything
about the changableness of God, it
proves the free moral agency of man. Because of man's
wickedness, God repented (was sorry he made him, and :t
think generally speaking, men a sorry lot especially infidels) because man had got so mean. If man is wicked
God will punish him. If good reward him. What does
this have to do with the unchangable purposes and coun11elof God? Sometimes it rains when it should not and
doesn't rain when it should, so we think.
Does this
prove the contradictory character of the author of nature?
10. God just and impartial·
(Ps. 92:15. Gen, l8:25Deut. 32:4. Rom . 2:11. Ezek 18:25. Deut. 10:18,19.)-God unjust and partial.
(Gen. 9:25, Ex. 20:5. Rom.
9:11,12,13. Matt. Ia:12. Deut. J14:21. 2 Sam. :!4:17.)

Perhaps it is only necessary to say that the last charge
is absolutely false and the passa11;es cited do not remotelv
pnive it. lu what way the curse of Canaun, the jeai.
ousy of God, the choosmg of Jacob, the fact that the
good shall be rewarded and the evil punished, or the fact
that Israel were permitted to give or sell dead animils to
strangers or aliens if they found one who wanted it bad
enough to buv, for it is certain no one has to b11y them
unless they want them, or the fact that David sinned in
numbering Isreal, I say in what way these things prove
anything about the injustice and partiality of God, does
not clearlv appear.
Perhaps with a wild stretch of the,
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,imagination we can pssnme it. Nature does all these
things but who will say that is unjust and partial.
11. God n<'t the author of evil. (Ps. 19:7, I. 1 Cor.
is the author of
14:33. Deut • .32:4. Jas, 1:13,)--God
.evil. (Sa.m. :l:38. Jer. l'l:11 . I,a. 45:17. Amos 3:11.
;Ezek. 20:25.)
God is not the author of evil in the sen;;e that he does
not commit sin in 'any form or cause it to be committed.
He is the author of evil to the extent that he uses evil
powers to punish evil doers . If evil is brought on a city
God does it for their misdeeds .
12. God gives freely to them that ask. (Jas. 1:5. Luke
ll:10.)
God with-holds His blessings and prevents their
reception.
(Joo. 12:40. Josh. 11:20 lsa. 63:17.)
'lwo different classes are here referred to. One is the
faithful and obedient children of God, the other
the
unbelieving
and disobedient.
The mfidels and other
wicked.
J3. God to be found of those who seek him. (Matt, '1:8.
Prov. 8:17.)--Not
to be found of ihose who seek him .
(Prov. 1:28. Isa 1:lli. Ps. 18:41.)
Same rule as in 12 as y!'u can determine by reading
ihb con texts,
14. God is peaceful: (Rom. 15:38. I Oor. 1':33.)- God is Warlike.
(Ez. lfi.S, Isa , 61:15. Ps. 144:1.)
The United States is both peaceful and warlike.
She
has her fleets and armies.
Her colleges, churches and
other institutions
of peace.
Anything
contradictory
.about that. In dealing with evil doers (hke infidels) war
j.s most generally the shortest road to peace.
J;,
Godi& kind , merciful and good. [Jas. 5:11. Sa.m,
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4:10 Jer. 14:18. 2 Thess. 2:11. 1 Kings 22:23. Judge&
9:23 Ezk. 14:9.)
None of thrise scriptures
remotely prove God a liar.
The most they prove is that God uses the forces of evil
eveu lying spirits to execute his will and punio1ll the
wicked. Nothing hke a contradiction.
21. Because· of man's wickedness God deRtroys him
(G,in, 6:5, 7,J-Becaure
of ma.n's wickedness God will
not destroy him. (Gen. 8:21.)
La I But is not that a corker for you? For man's
wickedness God destroys him with a deluge, then He
says lie will not punish him in that way any more, and
this is a contradiction?
Phew I

22. God's attributes
revealed in His works.
Rom.
1:20.--God's
attributes cannot be discovered. (Job. 11:7.
Is~ 40:28.)
This again shows the infidel about out of f oap. We
may understand something about the p::>wer, wisdom,
goodness, design etc., of God from His works as Paul
says. But as to lett.rning Him to perfection, as to reach•
ing His understanding, learning His dealings in tqe moral
universe, this could not be. No contradiction either.
2R. Tnete is but one God. (Deut. 6:4,)--There
is a
plurality of Gods. (Gen. 1:26. Gen, 3:22. Gen. 18:1,2, 3.
1 john 5:7.)
Another charge too silly to notice. It prove.~ that God
sometimes used the plural in speakrng as man sometimes
does· that God works through
agencies and speaks to
the~, using the plural but they are not necessarily
Gods, but angels.
That God appeared to Abraham by
angt:ls as his agent just as he did to Moses, Mary and
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others.
There were three of these angels.
That tha
God head is composed of three persons does not prove
t,here is more than one God anymore than the fact that
a family is composed of three persons proves they are
more than one family.
For these three being one shows
a unity of mind, purpose etc,
MORAL
24. Robbery
36.)--Robbe~y

PRECEPTS.

commanded.
forbidden.

(Ex. 3:21, 22. Ex. 12:36,
(Lev. 19:18, Ex. SO·l8.)
Is it robbery to take a part of the thing-s your own
labors have produced and which has been confiscated by
cruel and inhuman masters?
If so the Israelits were in.
deed robbers.
But they did not take a tithe of what
had been unjustly extorted from them by the .li:g-yptians
through centuries of slavery and unrequited
toil and
~ardships.
Here 1s no contradiction.
Egyptians
weie
not their neighbors nor masters and were not defrauded.
2/i. Lyinll commanded,
approved
and sanctioned.
(Nit)
(1 Sam 16:t, 2. Josh. 2:4, 5, 6. Jas. 2:25. Ex.
1:18, 20. Kings 22:~l, 22. Norn. 14:34. Rom, 3:7. 2
Cor. 12:16.---Lying
forbidden.
Rx. 20:16. Pro. 12:22,
Rev. 21:18.)

The man is really to be pitied who can see any contradictions
in the above. God forbids lying of every
form and the Bible is the only Book wherein is no dJ)ceit. But in the first of these scriptures we have another
ilmstration of the fact as before stated that God uses the
forces of evil to serve his purposes and accomplish his
~nds. In doing so however, he neither lies nor sanctions
lying.
Nor is the lan~uage contradictory.
26.

Killing commanded

and

sanctioned.

(Ex. 32:27.
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forbidden.

(Ex. 20;13.

We might say that killing is commanded and forbidden by Nature for some are living while others are dead
and dying.
Or by the
State
which takes
the
lives of some in order to protect -that of others, but where
is the contradiction
in all this.
God never had any
one killed except as a punishment deserved for misdeeds
aud what has that to do with the crime of taking human
life without cause or authority
of law? God kills every
one with death but forbids us to help him in the matter
except when we do so by authority of law as instruments of justice as was the case wherever commanded in
the Bible
27. The blood-shedder
must die
(Gen. 11:5, 6.)--'I'he blood-shedder must not die. (Gen. 4:15.)
Read the context and you will find no contradictions.
A convicted murderer even is spared if granted a pardon,
though deserving death. All these things are conditional,
28. Making images forbidden.
(Ex. 20:4.)--Making
images commanded.
Ex. 25:18, 20.
The first is prohibited for the purpose of using as idols
to worship.
The second was for use as furniture in the
tabernacle.
If made for a harmful purpose as an idol
If for a useful and harmless
pur-,
they are forbidden.
pose not.
29. Slavery and oppression
ordained.
(Gen. 9:25
L,ev. 25:45, 46. Joel 3:8 )--Slavery
and oppression for.
bidden.
(Isa 58:6. Ex. 22:2t. Ex. 21 :16, Matt. 23:10.)
Read these scriptures
and see that the accusation is
false,
Slavery was never ordained but where it e:Kisted
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was regulated, was condemned and its authors promised
punishment.
30. Improvidence
enjomed.
(Matt. 6:28, 30, 3!, ll4.
Luke 6:30, 35. Luke 12:33.)--lmprovidence
condemned.
1 Tim. 15:8. Prov. 13:22.)
Again one only needs to read and understand
to see
that all semblance of contradiction
vanishes.
Obrist
was talking
to ·one class of persons the apostles and
evangelists
who were promised support from their labors in preaching the gospel, Paul was speaking of the
lazy and improvident.
Tnere is a great differen0e in
providing for your own and laying up useless tr~asures,
and one who commands the one and condemns the other
is not contradicting
himself and no one would think AO
but an ignorant infidel
2:24.
31. Anger
approved.
(Eph.
4:26. \! Kings
Mark 35.)--Anger
disapproved.
Eck. 7:9. (Prov. 22:
24. Jas. l:\!O.)
It is all righ~ to be angry if we do not wrong.
But anger that leads to sin is wrong and no contradiction
either.
32. Good works to be seen of men. (Matt. 5;16. )-Good works not to be seen of men. (Matt. 6:1)
If we do good that men may see and follow .our example,
that by 0U1: acts we may influence others to do
good it is pr,Hsworthy.
But if we do good merely to
show how good we are from motives of impurity, it is
wrong and no contradiction
either.
33. Judging of others forbidden.
(Matt. 7:1, 2.)-.Judging of others approved.
(I Cor. 6:2, H, 4, 1 Cor.
5:IZ,)
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18:5. Num. 6:5.)--The
wearing of long hair by men
condemned.
(l dor. 11 :14.)
The first is not a rule for men at all, but for a certain
class of men, a special class called Nazarines.
Tbe secWhy did he not cite as a
ond a rule for men 111 general.
better instance of a contradiction, the fact that Aaron
was made a priest and Pahl an apoiatle? Certainly both
should have been the same thing to be consistent.
89. Circumcision instituted.
(Gen. 7:10.)--Circumoision condemned.
(Gol. 5:12.)
Suppose God could not be permitted, if he chose, to
make a law for one people or one age and afterwards repeal it. By looking over the statutes of the country it
will be found that many such instances are found.
And
certainly after an ordinance is repealed or don" away
with, as was the case here, there would be no profit in
observing it any more.
40. Sabbath
instituted.
(Gen. 2:S. Ex:. 20:6 )-Sabbath repudiated.
(I~a. 1:18. Rom. 14:5. Ool. 2:16.)
Isaiah 1:13. God rejects them and their worship, not
because their worship (Sabbath keoping etc.) is wrong
bnt beoau~e their service is not genuine, and they are
otherwise wicked.
The other instances are after the
Sabbath ordinance
was repealed and for answer see
same as 39

41. The Sabbath
instituted
because
God rested.
(Ex. 20:11.) The Sabbath instisuted for a very different
reason.
(Dent. ii:15.)
These statements (espeeially the last) are false. The
first scripture teaches that God blessed the S:i.bbath because he rested on that day. The second teaches that h~
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commanded Israel to keep it (he ne,rer commanded any
but Isreal to P"eep it) because he brought them out of
Egypt.
And I suppose it could have been instituted for
both reasons without a contradiction.
Whv did he not
cite as a contradiction the fact that man is required to
both eat and sleep in order to live? Both very differerit
things.
42. No work to b'l done on the Sabbath under penalty
of death.
(Ex. 31:15. Num. :5:82, :j6.)--Je
..us broke
the Sabbath and justified the act. (John 5:16. Matt.
12:1, Ii.)

Does the legislature of a country break a law when
they repeal 1t? Jesus was as stated Lord of the Sabbath.
The things which he did were not a profanation of the
Sabbath. The healing of the sick which the Jews calledfa
violation of the Sabhath was a wrong interpretation
of
the ordinance.
It was not unlawful to do good on the
Sabbath to save life he said, so the disciple"' eating the
corn t6 appease their hunger was no violation.
To have
worked at gathering corn would have been a violation,
but pulli11g off an ear and eating was different. Then he
cited them to Num. 23:9, where the offerings of the priest
would under ordinary circumstances be a profanation of
the Sabbath.
It would not be lawtul to kill lambs on
the Sabbath but the priests have an ordinance requiring
them to do this, hence it sapercedes the Sabbath
ordinance and they are blameless when they thus violate 1t.
Jesus never broke the Sabbath nor sanctioned it. He
kept it all the way. He was accused of doing so at
different times by his enemies who "strain at a gnat and
swallow a camel."
And this was his answer to them,
which insisted or ignoring the law, only shows His wis-

00
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dom and skill in understanding
the law, o~ which they
were grossly ignorant.
As Jesus here manifests superhuman wisdom, it proves him to be more than human,
for no such wisdom is to be found iu any human works,
not even the Koran, Verlas or other sacred booKs.
43. Baptism commanded,
(Matt. 28:19 )--Baptism
not commanded.
(I Cor. 1:17, 14.)
Because the twelve had a commission to teach and
baptize, and because Paul had a little different commission (although the context shows clearly that Paul
always had some one along to do the baptizing and that
he did some of it himself) is that a contradiction?
Scat !
Sooee I Go way back and sit down I
44. Evsry kind of animal allowed for food. (Gen. 9:3 .
1 Cor. 10:25. Rom. I4:14.)--Certain
an1malJ prohibite1
for food. (Dent. 14:7, 8.)
A certain ordinance
was g-iven to the Jews, and
never to any one else, to not eat certain animals, and this
in the law of Mo11es, and repealed by Christ . What
does that have to do with what God uid to Noa.11 hundreds of years before,
and Paul's
in ;truotions to
Christians after its complete repeal? S11oh dis pl \YS of
ignorance (or if it is not ignorance it is woroe, 11:nav3ry,)
is phenomenal.
41>. Taking of oaths sanctioned.
(Num. 30:2. Isa
65;16. Gen. 21:23, 24, 31. Heb. 6:13. Neh. 13:25.)-Taking of oaths forbidden.
Matt. 5:34.)
Another case of statutes being in force at a certain
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time, and over a certain people, and being repealed by
Christ. Thi11 kind of flaw pick could be disposed with by
one stroke of the pen, for Ohrist repealed the entire
Mosaic code (or God did through Christ)
and in its
place established the law of Ohrist.
No one denies but
all teach that, If that be a contradiction make the most
'Jf it.
46. Marriage approved and sanctioned.
(Gen. 2:18,
1:28.
Matt. 19:5. Heb. J3:4.--Marr111ge
disapproved,
:1 Oor. 7:1, 7, 8.)
This is another case where the statement is false. Paul
does not disapprove marriage at all, but considering the
mismating and other miseties that often grow out of it,
he seems to think 1t better if men would let women alone
and women men. But knowing that they will not do this
he gives some very practic~l rules to govern the institution
of marriage and sanctions it as honorable and the bed
undefiled .
47. Freedom
14.)--Divorce
Another case
law of Christ;

of divorce permitted. (Deut. 24:1, 21: 10,
restricted.
(Matt. 5:32.)
of the repeal of the laws of Moses by the
See answer No. 45.

48 Adultery sanctioned.
(Num. 31:18. Hosea 1:2.
3:12, 3.)--Adultery
forbidden, (Ex.20:14. Heb. 13:4.)
This is another instance where facts are falsified.
In
Nnm. 31 :18 does not even infer adultery unless one could
be guilty of adultery with his wife. But they were per•
mitted to keep the girl children for wives. In Hosea,
while he was commanded to marry a harlot I never beIf she were his wife it
fore heard that called adultery.
would not make him an adulterater.
In fact by reading
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1t you wia find that she was forbidden to play the-harlot,
that the leRson intended 1s against harlotry ani adultery
and the infidel lieg out of whole cloth and c'Jntrary to
the facts.
So mueh the wors1 for the facts. (?)
4P. :VIarri age or cohabitation with a sister denounced.
(Deut. 27:22 Lev. 20:17,---Abraham
married his sis.
terand God blessed the union. (Gdn. 2 :ll, 12. 17:15, 16)
Another oase of an earlier law berng suparc eded by a
later one. Or really a case of where there had been no
law at the first, and the infidel atte01oting to make the
law con,lemn
Abrahan as a'l expose factor law.
Why
don't they show that the Texa, hoJ law wa~ violated by
the ancient Greeks a; a sample of contradiction~?
A 1d
agai11 1s not the fact that some person, die in infa lC)'
while others live to old age, a very pertinent oontrndic•
tion of nature that might be cited a~ a parallel here.
50. A man may marry his brother's
widow
25:5 )--A
lllan may not marry his brother's
(Lev. 20:2~.)

(Deut.
wido.v.

Anotoher lie. The first is au ordinince
CJtlCerning ,1
brother's
widow, the seoond concerning his wife. Of
course while living it would be unlawful to have a
brother',;
wife, A thing for which John the Baptist
reproved Herod, but when the brother is dead his wife is
tree to marry the brother even in our day. So you can see
the first ordinance refers to a dead brothor'
wife, th 1
second to a living, and no one could have found a contradiction
except an astute infidel.
51. Hatred to kindred enjoined.
(Luke 14:26.)-Hatred to kindred
condemned.
(Eph. 6:2. 5:25, 29.
1 Juo. ~ :15.)
Thi8 is oue of the

main

hoboies of infidelity.

·rue
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econd needs no comment as it is not misunderstoori
so
we will give attention to the first. Luke 1-!:2() is what
is called by linguists a figure of speech known as hyperbole, which means exaggeration.
Wherein things are
described in languagB out of the ordinary for the ourp~se
of emphasis and, effect.
rhe sailor describing a gtorm
when he says the waves r0lled like mountains does not
1ntend you to take him literally,
as you can perceive,
beuce does not lie, but intends you to gain an idea of
what his feelings were. 'Why do men ot truth use by.
perbole? Infidels call it lying but a~ they are too ignorant to know the difference iu falsll hood and hyp >rbole,
have no regard forffacts themselves or care not for being
inaccurate,
and yet w111 uot allow that the Lord Jesus
can use a common rhetorical figure for the purpose of empbasis and force without
accu~ing him of lying, it were
like casting pearls to swine to try to teach them.
Men of
truth US8 hvperbole to enforce truth an'1 dnve it home.
We must not take their meaning literally but figuratively.
If we take any rhetorical figure in a literal se•1se we will
not take it as inteuded
by the speaker or writer, hence
will misunderstand
him. Infidel writings
abouni
in
rhetorical figures.
Ingersoll like all orators aud illlagin.
ative writers and speakers, poets etc., is full of them,
aud while all men of any apr,reciation of the beautiful
.aud sublime in literature
admire his figures, yet 1f we,
like the ignorant infidels, should take him literally,
he
"ould become rediculous, a laughing stock. For example
when he says •·In the night of death, Hope sees a star and
Jove he0rs the rustle of an angel's wing."
He personifies hope and love, (ab~tract attributes of the miwl) and
gives them eves and ears. This is a b,oautiful metaphor.
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If we were to take it literally we would misunderstand
him, destroy its beauty, make him who spoke it the
ridiculous believer in the abstract attributes of the mind
like hope and love, being persons possessed of senses like
men. Yet this is precisely what the infidel in his godless ignorance does with Christ.
What does the Lord
mean iu Luke 14:26? He does not mean literally, a~ the
infidel ignorantly attempts to show, that yon are not to
Jove your kinfolks, but he does mean that if you love
them better than you do his cause you are unworthy of
him. Is not this true in any cau"e which we may espouse? If a man should say he would be an infidel but
loves his wife, or father or mother too well to forsake
them for the doctrines which he loves, we
would con·
sider him as a weakling.
In fact any one who would
not fors11ke all ties of kin for his principles is unworthy
of them, and if there is anyone who hates their fathers
and mothers for generations back on account of their re•
ligion it is infidels. For do they not fight against the
religion and the God their fathers and mothers loved
so much. And if mv fat.her, m<'ther, wife etc., were an
infidel I would certainly hate them (not personally for I
do not hate infidels who are
strangers,
personally)
for these abommable
doctrines, and would certainly
forsake them for Ohrist's sake as they deserved, yet at the
same time would do all in my power, as I 11mnow doing,
to convert them from their error to the truth.
Again we
see no contradiction at all, except in the head of the infidel
who in his ignorance refuses to understand the scriptures.
"Greatly err not knowing the sflriptures or the power of
God.''
52. Intoxicating
beverages
recommended.
(Prov.
31:6, 7. Dent, 14:26. 1 Tim. 5:23. Ps. 104:15. Jud. 9:13.}-
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-Intoxicating
beverages discountenanced.
(Prov. 20: 1
Prov, 33:31, ll2.)
If a physician prescribe alcohol for the sick, if it be
used in religious ceremonies, can that be said to be
encouraging
drunkenness?
Does the use of spirituous
liquors for mechamcal, medicinal or sacramental purposes,
authorize their us~ to get drunk and make beasts of ourselves? No, nor is their any contradiction in authorizing
the one and prohibiting the other.
53. It is our dq,ty to obey rulers who are God's ministers
and punish evil doers only. (Rom. Hl:l, 2, 3, Ii, Matt.
is not our
23:2, 3. 1 Pet. 2:13, 14. Ecct. 8:2, 5.)--lt
duty to obey rulers, who sometimes p,rnish the good and
receive damnation therefor.
(Ex. 1:17 20. Dan. 3:16,
18. 6:9, 7, 10. Acts 4:26. 27. Mark 12:38, 89, 40. Luke
23:11, 24, 3ll, 35.)
To every rule there is an exception.
God's children
have ever been required to obey lawfully ordained rulers
in all things except where it would conflict with their
duty to God. But if it did they are required to unhe~itatingly "Obey God rather than man."
There is not even
an excuse for a contradiction in these scriptures.

)'

Woman's rights denied. (Gen. 3:16. 1 Tim. 2:12.
Oor. 14:34. 1 Pet. 3:6.)--(Woman's
rights affirmed.
Jud. 4:4, 14, 15. 5:7. Acts 2:18. Acts 21:9.)
Again we might say this is another rule and exception
But in the first instance no right is denied to woman,
there being rights not ber's, she having other rights and
privileges which much more become her and which
more than overbalance these of which she is seemingly
denied, and which if she should cultivate would destroy
her very womanhood and make her not a woman but a
54.
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virago, whom no one loves. Who would wish to see his
mother, sis".er, wife or daughter
eng-aged m the turbulent and ambitious scenes that leadership often require,':
Is Ehe not much more lovely and powerful when "ielrl·
ing tht sil1mt and mysterious
influ!lnces of wife, mother
11tc , which is her right divine which conquers most by
her very submis,ion.
As to the case of Deborah and oth·
er, notable
exceptions to their sex, while there is no
conflict in their acts and the scriptual ordinati0n
of
~, oman's particular and peculiar sphere, and while we
ndmire their heroic deeds, yet but few of us would as a
matter of choice accept them as wife. There is not the
• 'shadow of a shade,'' of contradiction in these scriptures.
55. Obedience to master's enjoined. (Col. 3:22, 23 1 ~et.
2:18.(---0bedienceduetoGodonly.
(M·1.tt.4.10.1 l;or.
7:23. Matt. 23:10 )
There is nothing remotely
contradictory
in
these
scrptures.
The man who cannot see the difference between servic~ and worship to Gol on one hai;d, i,.nd the
duty of a servant to his master on the ot~er (e.g. a hired
baud to his employee) has a soft place 111 his head that
renders him unfit to reason and unworthy to be reasoner!
with further, so we will desist.
56. There is an unpardonable
sin.
(Mark 3:29.)--'.i.'here is no unpardonable sin. {Acts 13:39.)
If all th!l.t believe are
Another falsification
of facts.
justified from all things, what of those who do not ~elieve?
They are not justified or pardoned.
So both scriptures
t.each that there is an unpardonable
sin. The first calls
it blasphemy against
the Holy Ghost.
'fhe Eecond implies that it is unbelief (purely and simply infidelity.)
Then imtead of fiur1ing any contradictlou here we learn
that infidelity is bla~phemy against t'?e Holy Ghost and
is never forgiven.
So here we rtst our ca,e for the
present,

'
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FACTS,

57. Ma.n was created after other animals. (Gen. 1:25,
26, 27.)--Man
was created before other ammals.
(Gen.
2:18, 19.)
Another falsification (if the express10n may be allowed)
of the facts.
Gen. 2:18, 19 says nothinii: whatever about
the order of creat!on but is a mere recapitulation
of what
went before and nothing ljke a contradiction.
58. Noah by God's command took into the ark clean
beasts by sevens. (Gen. 7:1, 2, 8.)--Noah
by.God's command took into
the ark
clean
beasts
by twos.
(Gen. 7:8, 9.)
But where is the contradiction?
He could have took
them by both sevens and two'~ without a contradiction.
I infer from the record that he took in of clean beasts
seven males snd seven fAmales by two and two. And
this is reasonable for he would have needed more of the
clean beasts for food and to offer as burnt offerings. For
it says ·•by sevens the male and his female," which
would have required seven males and seven females
to have been properly mated as just seven would have
been odd and one male .would not have had his female.
59. Seed time and harv.ist were never to cease. {Gen.
8:22.)--Seed
time and harvest did cease for seven
years.
(Gen. 41:54, 56. Gen. 45:6.)
What wonderful
wisdom!
Why did he not say seed
time and harvest ceases every winter.
Even in the years
of dearth or famine seed time and harvest could come, but
no reaping perhaps.
Gen. 8:22 does not infer there will
be no famines.
So no contradiction.
60. God hardened
Ph1>raob's heart. (Ex. 4:21. 9:12,)-Pharaoh
hardened his own heart. (Ex. 8:15.)

/'
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further notice. Besides if you will only examine Luke
yon will find that instead of his recording this as the first
sermon, he mentions several preached before.
69. John was in prison when Jesus went into Gallilee
(Mark 1:14.)--John
was n:>t in prison when Jesus
went into Gallilee, (Jno. 1:43. 3:22, 28, 24.)
Another falsification
of Bible statements.
Different
writers speaking of different times. I suppose if the
historian should state Oleveland was president before
Harrison and also after Harrison that it would be a
conflict. Jesus went into Gallilee mor~ than once.
70. The disciples were commanded to take a staff and
sandals.
(Mark 6:8,!J.)-Commanded to take neither staves nor sandals.
(Matt,
10:9, 10.)
No conflict here. Two coats are not one coat, a staff is
not staves, nor is sandals on the feet shoes to take.
They were to take nothing except what they wore and
used. No extra shoes or staves, as both passages teach
in perfect harmony.
71. 'l'wo blind men besought Jesus. (Matt. 20:30 )
--Only
one blind man besought him. (Luke 18:85, 38 )
No contradiction.
The circumstances could have been
at different times, or if it was the same time Luke does
not say there were not two, nor does he say anything to
forbid the idea. It maybe that while there were two as
Matthew says that only one cried out, and this is the
one Luke mentions.
72. Two men coming out of the tombs.
(Matt. 8:28.)
- -Only one man coming out of the tombs. (Me..k 5 :2.)
This may have been at ditterent times or as said before
Mark does not say there is not two.
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-irn. A centurion besought Jesus to heal his servant,
' (Matt. 8:5, 6.)-Not the centurion but his messenger
besought Jesus.
(Luke 7:3, 4.)
This _is no conflict. For what a man (especially one m
authority as was this one) does by messenger he does
himself.
•

74 Jesus was crucified at the third hour. (Mark
15:25 )--He
was not crucified until the sixth hour.
(John 19.14-15.)
The Jews and Romans had a different method of
reckoninir time. The Romans oo puted it like we do but
the Jews began their first hour at sunrise. This would
have necessitated their hours to be of different lengths.
Mark does not say 'fbey crucified him at the third hour.
But that it was the third hour and they crucifiad him,
There are no contradictions in the account but it I eems
trum all the testimony that he was tried and sentenced
about 6 a. m. which John mentions and usrng Roman
time calls it the sixth hour,
(John 19:14) Was crucified at about 9 a. m., called bv Mark who used Jewish
time, the third hour and the darkness was from 1~
o'clock to 8 p. m. called by Matthew and Luke who used
Jewish time, from the sixth hour to the ninth hour.
This seems to be very reasonable as it gives three houn
to reach the place of crucifixion from the judgment hall.
threE:>hours from the time he was hung up uatil the
darkness, and three hours for the darkness to continue at
the expiration of which time he expired. This makes a
complete harmonv for all the statement,, entirely reconciles every discrepancy which it is our duty to do. We
could prove many false things "by founding positive con.
clusions on merely negative premises" as the infidels so
commonly do.
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7:i. The two thieves reviled him. Platt
27 44. M1rk
I ·:32)
Only ,me of the thieves reviled him.
(Luke 'J3
3!1,10.)
Auother ~tatlment fabified by the mere introduction
of the negative, only. Like the serpent in Eden who
falsified the word of God by introducing
the negative
not.
Both malefactors could hum easily reviled him and
one have after repented.
Or .Matthew and Mark speaking in general terms do uot say anything
that would
~onflict wlth Luke's statement.

This is not only not contradictory
but in
perfect harmony with the fact that he was hanged.
~0
doubt he wo1.:.ld fall when the rope broke and if he fell
far would burst open. [ How horrible was tile en<l of th,
betrayer of the Lord I]

80.
1 :18.)
priests.
The
iquity

The potter's field was purchased by Judas.
(Ad,;;
The potter's
field was purchased
by the chkt
(Matt. 27:6, 7.)
field was purchased with the reward of Judas'
inNothing contradictory
in tnis.
bu~ by the priests.
"il.
But one woman camt1 to tile sepnlchei'.
(John 2fl:
1.)--Two
women came to the sepulcher.
(s!att. 28:1 )

Vinegar mingled with gall was offered Jesus.
27:34. )--Wine
mingled with myrrh was offered
mm.
(:.\lark 15:23 )
Uniy different names for tl.J.e same substa,tces,
which
7fi.

K2. Three women came to the sepulcher.
:Mark lli:l)
--More
than three woman came to the sepulch~r
(Luke 24:llJ.)
I combine 81·2 because tlley properly are one.
Tllere
for several reasons.
The writers may havt
1,, no conflict
referred to different times as there was no doubt sever .1
visits made before tlley were satisfied, or we need not 1 s
surr.e that parties were not present because not menti<l.1ed, as 1t is common for writers lio mention the princ· µal
n~tors in such an occurrence
omitting- others pre,e 1t
while another more particular as to details mention all.

.

,"I Satan entered into Judas while at supper.
(John
l3·i7.)--Satan
entered int0 him before supper,
(Luke
22 3, 4, 7.)
I buppose he "ould have entered
into him after one
·upper, at another, and before another,
\Vhich was tbe
ca~t: as John referred to one supper and Luke another.
,'-. Juda.,; returned the pieces of silver.
(Matt. 27:3.)
.Judas did not return the pieces of silver.
(Acts 1:18.)
The second <;onclusion is altogether
unwarranted
from
the langu,,ge.
Auts l ·18 doed not say he purchased the
1'ield with the pieces of silver but with "the reward of his
miquity,"
Meaning of course that as a result of his betrayal, as a reward for his misdeeds a field was purchased, and .:\Iatthew more spi'eific tells how it wa,; done
7<, Judas hangedhimselt.
(Matt. 27:5.)--Judas
did
nut hang himself but died another way,
(Acts 1:11::>)
The last statement is false.
Nothing said about hi,,
dying but about llis falling headlong and bQ.rsting opeu
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83. It was at sunrise
they came to the sepulch"r,
piark 16:2.) --It
was sometime
b1:ifore sunrise
wben
they came.
(John 20:1.)
This could have been at d1fferei;t time,;, or not t Jr
John does not say it was before sunrise at all.
84 Two angels were seen at the sepulcher
stand1ngup. (Luke 2+:-1.)--But
one angel was seen and he wa~
sitting dowr:.
(Matt. :s!8:2, 5.)
,,.,. Two angels were seen within
the
,epulcher.

(~
90111, II )-But
one angel seen {n be aepulober.
~~k llt:6.)
•
.&pt.n we oombine 84-5 a1 t)ley pro~ly
are both one-.
tbere 11,110 oontradionon. These visions may have beeu
or
at dlirf!'ent times, or seen differencly by diff~ent 011.ea
.rated 4lfferen,1, by different writers, without neoelaul•
ly oontradioting each o,her at all.
86, The women went and told the dleo1ple1of Chrllt'1
reaafleetlon, (Matt. 28:S. Luke 24:9.)- ·--The woQien
.dil n'ol go and cell the disciples. (Hark (16:li.)
ADCMiher
false eratemeol. U you. will read Mark the
DexUwo versef yon will fl.nd they did tell the dlaoiplee.
8'J, The a)igels appeared afcer Peter an4 John "ri.eited
t'1e eeplllober. (J'ohn 20:8, 6, J0-19.)-The
angela ~P·
peareabefore :Peter and John vi11ited the eepulcller,
(L'll,ke :W:1,8, 9,)
~11,i what th,n? Su.ppoae they oodld have appeare,i
Mm before and after and then not have ex,11au1cedthtiir
kl appear a few more 1iime1 if they ohose to do
IICt,•
the will of God.
88, Je1m~peared to Mary Magdalene only. (Mark
18:9'. John 20:14.)-Jem,
appeared to the two .lllarJ$

4-ys an4 tbree nights in ihe ll'&Yewithoat oontrad.loting

llark.

90. HolySpirit bealowed at Penteoost. {A.otl' 1:8, ti,
Ao'8 11:1-4.)--Holy SpirU bestowed before PentCOO)lt
(Iohn 90:22.)
J'obo does not •Y they received it at the nmehe
bNiltqed on them. His language oould have been pro,
phettd and be fuWled at Pentecost, or he could ha Ye
gi:reo them u the time a certain meamre, not tlae bap.
tiam of it, and no oontradiotk>n.

_.nwpt1

w..-

(Masi, 28:9.)

.Anotb~Jnet~Q8 where che facts are falsified b7 t
inddel ~jirPQlat100 of the negacive on.~. And by
tn~ that oontradiotiona where one wnter mention1,.~, .11,f•'-:;;,
o'ltlDltancea the ~era omit.
$9. Jen• wail co be three days and three niehte iq ••
,rave. (Matt 12140,)-He was but two da:,:a ... ~~
Jiighte m the stave.
(Mark 15:25. 4», 44, 15, -46.
)
Thu Jm 11 an loferenoe unworthy of oo~
Tb4'l'l811'8 aev~ral wa7a that he ofuld have ~~~'
1

ill. The disoiplea were commanded b11mediate17 afta
the resurreclion to go into GaUUee. (Matt. S8:10.)T~ey ~ ~mmanded immediately afcer the reaurre,tion to b.rry at Jernsalem. (Luke 24:49.)
'llhe oontu:t ahowe shat the~ oommand1 were giYen at
different tim91 several days apart. In faot t"hll....1intwaa
on the re&111'1'8otio11
day, llhe seoond on the ~nalo11 day
forty dayB'after. See Acts ohapte one.
93 Je11118ral appeared to the eleven di1e1ples in a
room at Jernilalem. (l.c.uke2'.8'J, 116, 87, John S0:19.)
-He
first appeared to them on a mountain in Gallilee,
<.¥att. 28:I/J, J '1,
It 1, not even intimated that either of the&&-wu h11
li't& appearance and in fact there is no suoh inference
wliile Matthew forbid& inch a oonjlusion b:, ehowina th6
-..,&ting on the mountain was by appointmept.
Neither
are the meetings the same.

...
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conclusions on merely negative evidence.
Nothing
whatever is said in these scriptures about the time at
which this •-·ing died, hence we must conclude that he
was living in the thirty sixth year of Asa, king of
Judah as 2 Chron. 16:1. It may be that a ki11g wnom
the writer of Ohronioles called Baasha was called by
another name by the writer of Kings.
102. Ahaziah was she youngest son of Jehoram.
(2
Chron. 22:1.)-· -Ahaziah was not the youngest son of
Jehoram.
(2 Ohron. 21:16, 17.)
I suppose it would not have been possible for a nian
to have two names.
This king was called Jehoahaz and
also Ahaziah.
l03. Ahaziah was twenty two years old when he began to reign, being eighteen years younger than his
father.
(2 Kings 8:17, 24, 26 )--Ahaziah
was forty
two years old when he began to reign, being two years
older than his father.
(2 Ohron. 20: 21. 22:1, 2.)
An unimportant typographical error doubtless of some
transcrib6r.
But there was no doubt a considerable intermission between the two reigns as ·was often the case
in those times, a time when "In those days there was no
king in Israel, every man did that which was right in
his own eyes."
Judges 21 :25.
104. Michal had no child.
(2 Sam. 6:23.)--Michal
had five chii.dren.
(2 Sam. 21.8,)
In the second ecripture the margin re.ids, Michal's
sister. So it was her sister•,, children which she brought
up, not her own.
1Ci5 David was tempted by the Lard to number the
peoplt1. (2 Sam. 24:1.)--David
was tempted by Satan
to number Israel.
(1 Ohron. 21:1.)
Toe Lord as has been before said oft<:inused evil ageo-
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cies to accomplish his purpo.;es. He used Satan to move
David againet£Israel.
106. "There were 800,000 warriors of Israel and 500,000 ot Judah.
(2 Sam. 24:9.)--There
were l,H>0,01)8 of
Israel and 470,000 of Judah.
(1 Ohron. 21:5.)
Israel was not all numbered.
Levi and Benjamin were
left out, for Joab was very reluctant
to number them at
all, but could 'not prl)vent 1t. The 1,100,000 no doubt includes the amount of both Israel and Judah and that too
in round numbers.
The 470,000 Judah only, for this was
before the division.
There was bus one kingdom and
Judah was a part of all Israel. ' Now take 470,000 from
1,100,000 and you have the estimate as given by the
writer of Ohronicles to be Israel alone 630,000, Judah
470,000 As given by the writer of Ktngs it stands Israel 800,000, Judah 500,000. As neither purports to give
the exact number but only a rough estimate not nearer
than ten thousand at least, where is the room to argue
contradiction?
107. David sinned in numbering th9 p9ople. (2 S'\m.
24:10.)--David
never sinnEd except in ·the matter ot
Uriah.
(1 Kings 15:5.)
The one black spot in the life of David was the death
of Uriah and the seduction of his wife. Of course there
were minor offences committed by him like the time he
was moved to number the people. But these are so small
that in summing up the life of David they are not mentioned, the episode of Uriah and his wife being the only
sin worthy of mention.
108. David slew 700 Syrian chariotteers
and 40,000
horsemen.
(2 Sam. 10:18. )--David
slew 7,000 ohariotteers and 40,000 footmen.
(I Ohron. 19:18,)
These statements are incorrect.
2 Sam. 10:18 says Da-
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1 Pet. 3:13.)--Evil
does happen to the godly. (Heb.
12:ll. Job 2:3,7.)
Is it evil for a parent to chasten or correct a child?
Pam yea punishment is often a blessing in disguise and
though chastening or correction never seems good to h11n
who must endure it whether child or man yet it at the
last bring-s joy, peace and blessing, as it did m the case
of Job.
''For the Lord blessed the latter end of Job more
than his beginnin~."
Job 42·12. Where id the contradict10n?
12S. Worldly good and prosperity the lot of the godly.
(Prov. 12:21. Ps. 37:28, 32, 33, 37. Ps. 1:1, 3. Gen.
39:2. Job 42:12.)--Worldlv
misery and destitution the
lot of the godly.
(Heb, 11:1$7,38. Rev. 7:14 2 Tim. 3:12.
Luke 21:17.)
The Lord is with the godly to help and prosper them,
but lIAN is just the opposite and does them all manner of
evil. Nothmg contradictory
here. But God does .no~ do
what mau thinks is best, which would not always be the
be,t, but chastens man and permits him to suffer awhile
but the righteous in their final end are all to be rewarded.
129. Worldly prosperity a blessing and a reward of
righteousness.
(Mark 10:29, 30. Ps. 37:25. Ps. 112:1,3.
Job 22:23, 24. Prov. 15:6.)--Worldly
prosperity a cur-,e
and a bar to future rewards.
(Luke 6:20. Matt. 6:19,
21. Luke 16:2J. Matt. 19:24, Luke 6:24)
How these scriptures contradict each other is more than
I can see. Instead I see beauty and harmony in them
and they certainly are all true as far as we are able to
demonstrate them and beyond that we cannot dispute
them.
They prove th a t riches are a curse to those who
•• ~- tin them, but a blessing to the righteous who us e
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thought?

130. The Christian yoke is easy.
(M:att. ll:28-30
1
PEJhr 3:lil.)--Tbe
Christian
yoke is not easy.
(John
16:33. 2 Tim. :l:12. HBb. 12:6, 8.)
Christ imposes no hard conditions on his people. Yet
the world will persecute
them severe! v so they must
overcome the world, which they can easily do with his
easy yoke and light burden.
But where is the contradiction? You will have the same or worse tribulation
without bearing his yoke.
181. The fruit of God's spirit is love and gentleness.
(S--,1. 5:22.)--The
fruit of God's •pirit is ve'l 6 elnce a .d
fury.
(Judges 15:14, 15. 1 Sam. 18:10, 11.)
The same may be said of man's spirit under different
circumstances.
What then? Why not cite as a contradiction that man has two feet instead of ont? It certainly is a good one.
132. Prosperity and longevity enjoyed by the wicked,
(Job 21 :7, 8, 9. Pa. 17:14. 71l:3, 5, l2.. Eccl. 7:15. Jer.
12:1 )--Prosperity
and longevity
denied the wicked.
(Job 18:5, 12, 18, 19. Eccl. 8:23. Ps. 55:23. Prov. 10:27.
Job 36:14. Eccl. 7:17)
By examining these scriptures and their contexts it will
be seen that the teaching is that though the wicked
mav appear to prosper, yet their prosperity is only .1pparent and they are cut off without warning or remedy.
That often Bible writers adonit a propJsition
to be trae
for the sake of argument like any other reasoner, which
they proceed to show is no~ true but if we sever the admission from the context we do violence to the sense and
great injustice to the writer.
But what cares the average infidel?
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188. Poverty is a blessing.
(Luke 6:20, 24. Jus. 2:a)
Riches a blessing. (Prov. 10:111, Job 22:23, 24. Job
42:12.)--Neither
poverty nor riches a blessing.
\Prov.

ao:s,9.)
Instead of these statements being contradictions they
only show that no matter what our condition in life, rich
poor, or just between the two, we can makeouroondition
.
a.blessing.
We can also make it a curse,
134 Wisdom a source of enjoyment.
(Prov. 3:13, 17.)
--Wisdom
a source of vexation and grief. (Eccl. 1:17
18.)
These both are true too without belng contradict-0ry.
Fire is a sou.1ce of enjoyment or a:rief too according to
how you use it or it uses yon.
135. A good name a blessing. (Eool. 7:1. Prov. 22:1.
--A
good name is a curse. (Luke 6:26.)
The last statement is not warranted by the text. For
we obtain a good name by good deeds, but men speak
well of us as a rule when we have been serving time,
which is wrong.
136, Laughter commended.
(Eool. 3:1, 4 8:15, Prov.
17:2~.)--Laughter
condemned,
(Luke 6:25. Eocl. 7:R,
4)

Laughter is not condemned in its season. But un,
seasonable laughter anyone would condemn, the same as
unseasonable grief. Sorrow would of courile be betr.er
than laughter in its place. A wise ma.n would not ga
and enge.g-e in mirth when friends were in mourning, but
would mourn with the:n. A fo)l would gl on with hi'!
mirth while his friend was dying. No conflict here
Though laughter is a healthful exercise and oommenda,.
ble in its place as the Book says.
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[NOTE.-Examples
a.e common and might be multiplied where this principle is illustrated.
One cold bleak
night ytars ago, a man who had spent his time in dissipation, with dissolute carousing, drinking, gambling
C01;Ilpanions, ~ay dying in a tent; He had clung to tae
evil and despised the good. He had in life and health
cursed and abused preachers and Christians, the church
and what was good and wise. His companions were
what the wise man would call fools He had a cousin
w_ho~as a pri-acher, wise, pore, virtuous and good In
his hfe he had often cursed this preacher and had fre•
qnently been hPard.tosay, he would not bear this preacher prell;oh to save _his life. Now that he lay dying, where
was his compamons, the fooh1as the Bible would oall
them? Why they were all in their favorite dens or resorts, engaged in dissipation and revelry "in the house
of mirth," neither knowing nor oaring what was the condition of their erstwhile companion.
All they knew was
that h11could not be used by them any more. But where
was the preacher whom he bad abused and reviled? All
these things forgotton. he is standing over the dying
man, all that bleak, cold night administering
to his
wants and trying to relieve his sufferings. Death finally clo6es the scene and kind Christian friends lay him
tenderly away to await the resurrection and the judg·
ment, but 01.,ne of his vile companions appear. There 1s
This innot even a ripple of disturbance in their mirth.
cident is true, and is only one of many that might be
recalled to illustrate the text, "The heart of the wise is
in the house of mourning; but the heart of fools is in the
house of mirth." Eccl. 7:4.]
137. The rod of correction a remedy for foolishness.
(Prov. 22:15)--Tbere
is no remedy f:ir foolishness.
{Prov. 27:22.)
One of tbe'se Scriptures, the-first, is speaking of a child.
The second of a fool. A vae t difference in the two char•
acters, for a child is no& necessarily a fool, nor a fool, a
child. No conflict.
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!38. Temptation
to be de.sired. (Jas. 1:2.) --Temp~
tation not to be desired.
(Matt. 6:13)
If we can successfully resist temptation
it is joy, for
it tries and strengthens us. Yet we had best not court it
as we might fall. If it is our lot to be tempted, well and
good, but we should not court it, leot we fail.
139. Prophecy sure • . (2 Pet. 1:19.)--Prophecy
not
sure. (Jer. 18:7-10. 5:31. 6:13.)
Here again is no nonfl.ict at all. The first passage
speaks of the certamty of God's word. The second of
the uncertainty
of human affairs. and that they will be
dea ~ with accordingly.
The third is concerning false
· prophe~.
•
i4o. Man's life to be a huhdred and twenty years
(Geu. 6:3.)--M.an's
life but seventy years.
(Ps.90:10)
This was at far different ages of the world and speaking of ditterent things.
'l'he first spoken befor::i the flood
no doubt refers to the length of time until the fl.ooc'
The latter doubtless to the average old age of man. Why
don't they again cite the fact th8t sorrie die in infancy and
some live to old age, as a contradiction?
141. Miracles a proof of the divine mission.
(Matt.
11:2-5. John 3:'&. Ex. 14:31.;--Miracles
not a proof of
Divine miss10n. (Ex. 7:10-12. Dent. 13:1-3. Luke 11:19,)
The last Scriptures have no reference to miracles at all,
but to magic, enchantment and pretended miracles.
It is
easy to detect the difference,
142. Moses a very meek man. (Num. 12:3.)--Moses
a very cruel man·
(Num. 31:15,17.)
Nothing to indicate Moses was cruel at all. He was
only the inbtrument of justice, to execute the law on
these people, Although a very meek man, he was not
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too squeamish to order the killing of a mad dog or rattle·
suake, or the execution of criminals condemned to die, by
the laws of God and man; and he the judge whose duty
it is to pronounce the death sentence.
H3. Elijah went up to heaven.
(2 Kings 2:ll.)-None but Christ eyer asce~ded to heaven·
(John 3:13.)
Heaven has three divisions as usei:t in the Bible. (1)
The atmosphere which surrounds
the earth.
(2) The
endless space which contains all the heavenly bodies. (3)
The dwelling place of God. Rev. 21:1. The last called
also the "Third
heaven,"
and Paradise.
2 Oor~12·2.
-Now Elijah was taken up into the first of •hese, per
s
the second, hut we need not assume thu . the
iter
means to say he went to the third.
As Mose'!!went up
-0n a mountain died, and was buried, so Elijah was taken
up by a whirlwind
and disappeared.
The prophets did
not believe he was gone for good, because they searched
for him several days. It was evident he did not go into
the third heaven, nor are we intended to so understand
from this text. Hence there is no conflict whatever between this Scripture,
and Christ's statement, that "no
man has ascended into heaven except the Son of Man . ''
J44. All Scripture inspired.
(2 Tim. 3:!6 )--Some
Scrit,ture not inspired. (1 Cor. 7:6. 5;12. 2 Cor. 11:17)
This is the la,t one and I suppose if they had had a
better, they would have used it. If yon will turn to 2
Tim. 3:16, and examine it in the King James version,
you will find the word 1s in "All Scripture Is given by
inspiration
of God," italicized, and if it would have so
served his purpose this infidel would have called your attention to this and claimed the IS to be an interpolation.
But as the Is served his purpose this time, and enables
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him to trump up a seeming contradiction, it is all right.
The later "Revised Version,» omits the rs and of course
if there is any, disappears.
with 1t the contradiction,
a& it is.
For taking the
But there is no contradiction
definition of Scripture
intenced by the apostle in this.
passage, and the other passages would not be Scriptures.
For with this idea before us, that which is not inspindi
is not 8.cri pture.
OONOLUSION.
Thus have I examined each and every one of the so
called contradictions,
as set forth by the greatest expinents of modern infidelity,
and found them to be not .
contradictions
of the Bible at all, but contradictions in
the infidel's head, and his ignorance of Bible teachings,.
or dishonesty in misrepresenting and garbling it.
Many of these were really too frivolous and insignificant to notice, but we have patiently examined everyone
and have sh own the exceedmg weakness of the infidel position on tbe1r own ground, with the strPngth of the ·
Ohristian position on the other, which is found to be as
invulnerable as the Rock of Ages .
And now ,suppo~e every claim made by the infidel as to.
these passages w~re true, and these were all genuine contradictions, what would it prove for the infidel? Nothing
whatever.
Nowhere has God said His word should be
free from seeming contradictions.
But you will say
truth must harmonize with itself. So 1t does when understood, but we do not understand all truth. And since
the Author of nature has left us to sear0h out and reconcile many seeming contradict10'lS, which disappear, or
are found to be nece,;sary when understood, the same i&
found to be true of the Bible when understood.
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[f God had made all things without
any con trades or
.contradictions, or opposites, what would have become of
us. If t))e human race were all one sex, or if the animals
were, w.e .co1;1ld not procreate.
It is by contraries that
existence is perpetuated in all the realms of nature.
The
centripetal and centrifugal
forces pullmg against each·
other, hold the heavenly bodies in their positions.
The
process of vaporization acting contrary to gravity, makes
the cloud and gives us rain in its season.
We could have
no rain, nor as a consequence no hfe upon the earth,
without the contrary actions of heat and cold, alternating on the w.aters of the globe, so in thou sands of wavs
does the Author of nature show how wholes0me the con,
trary action of the forces of nature are, and they pre•
serve instead of destroying the harmony of the universe,
and perpetuate it m physical nature.
Why may not the
same be true in the J11oral, the mtellectual, the spiritual,
the religious realm, since the Author of the one must be
the Author of the other? Such is found to be true by the
careful student of re'velation, who studies the Bible not
to cavel with it, but to learn wisdom therefrom.
1\.nd
with him instead of the~e seeming contradictions being
i.ucompatable with the truth of the Scriptures, they only
·reveal a beaut ,y and harmony in a book that deals with
all sides of all questions human and Divine, displaying a
wisdom more than human.
A wisdon that puts to
;naught the machinations
of the en<imies of God and
shames the w1~dom of the world, which bdore the blaz~
ing splendor of the Book, pales into insignificance,
A
whdom which caused the cotemporaries of Christ to exclaim in admiration, "Never man spalrn like this mao !''
'Ihe most beautilul musical instrument that ever sent
forth a thrilling _and entrancing harmony, yea a harp of
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To matter or to force
The all is not confined,
Beside the law of things
Is set the law of mind.

ie:.
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be an impassable gulf, attempt,
shore of w_hat appea~s to hi h to cross F,lith takes wings
ing to devise mea11:s Y w c is alre~dy across.
Wllile
and with one sublime sweir the unsealable heights gaz,
Reason stands at the f_oot
F ·th with eagle wings,
tfr~/1ie';:e11 ~i!~;~~f
God ·s own beautiful
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Is the Bible the inspired word of God, and does it teach
a perfect code of morals?
This is a question that must
be answered in the affirmative in order to overthrow infidelity.
Although it is easily enough answered,
and to
my mind conclusively, yet it is not everyone who can answer it. And inasmuch as faith is weak even among professed Ohr1sttans, and skepticism is rampant everywhere
and very arrogant 1Il Hs claims, we will outline a few arr
guments used m discussion with infidels, for the instruction of the readers, that we may strengthen a weak fai, h
and confirm those who are feeble, and that these thoughts
may take a more permanent form and be preserved
and
nsed by any one who mav choose to do so.
Infidelity
1s unfair in its dealings with the Bible.
When it wants to accept any part of it, it does so, and
when it wants to reject any part it, can do so with a great
deal of gusto. The only standard of right and wrong, of
truth and error that infidelity has is their own minds.
There are just as many standards of right with the infidel as there are infidels, each one being his own standard.
This may be a little egotistical with them, but it is true.
They deny the inspiration of the Bible, but admit it to be
full of historic truths.
As a starting point for these investigations
we will lay
down the proposition as follows:
The Bible is t,he Word
of God, containing His revealed will to man, and is a perfect rule and gllldb for moral conduct.
This <ir a similar propositi9n is what is usually affirmed by me in discussions with infidels.
If we look at the proposition from the standpoint of nature, without taking into consid~r'l.tion the idea of God,
words are the means by which ideas are conveyed.
Of
conrse there are other methods of conveying ideas, as
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signs, etc., but signs are words in another form. We alspgather ideas from observatian and association, by
s'tudying nature, etc., but these are very vague and in•
definite, and th/only sure and certain method of arriving at any considerable degree of exactness, in any considerable branch or department of human knowledge, or
any considerable volume of truth is throagh the medium
of or on the vehicle of words. And whataver amount of
knowledge we may acquire by observation, by reading
the Si8lls of the times, or by r,ading nature as does the
scientist, must necessarily be inaccurate, at least in many
respects, and we even study these things in words either
audibly or inaudibly.
It is doubtful if one not posse,sed
of the power of speech in some form or another could
study. thinK and reason at all. For the power of speech
is the chief disting-uishing feature between man and the
beasts, and the only means that we possess of impcirting
our knowledge to other3 is through the medium of words.
In addition to this, words are the only means known- to
us bv which we can perpetuate the truth.
Kings and
conquerors have endeavored to perpetuate their memory
with shafts of imperishable marble, with brazen tombs,
and with piles of venerable stone, like the catacombs, the
pyramids, etc., and doubtless human wisdom suggested
that if anything would perpetuate the name and fame of
men and events, that these would; but He who said,
"Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my word shall not
pass away," was far superior to man in wisdom, l:<~or
today it is not even known who built the pyramids or anything about the deeds of tho;e who left their records in,
as they thought, imperishable marble, while the simple
words of life spoken by the Lord are as fresh and beautiful, as pregnant with meaning and power, as potent with

i::lpirit, .as when they fell from His hallowed lips two thousand years ago. Not only so, but his deed" are imperishably written on the inspired page, to be known and read
,of all men ., how He walked on the waves, rebuked the
wmds, healed the &ick and w.ent about doing good, so
that we understand them as a tale of ye .sterday.
So that
words being the only means of conveying ideas, are also
the only means of perpetuating
the truth.
God made
them so. In the language of the poet who grasps the
true philosophy Qf the situation;
•• Words are the common property of all men, y&t from words thosE architects
.of immortality pile up temples th;l,t shall outlive pyramid~;
the leaf of the papyrus shall become a Shinar, stately
with towers r.ound which tne deluge of ages roars in
wain." Men die and pa,s fr .om ,the earth forever. Th .e
greatest of them leaue no vestige of their time and place.
The verv brass and marble of their monuments, falls be•
neath the .cankering hand of all devouring time. For all
flesh is as grass. Bnt the immortal
words coined by
them remam .as bright and fresh as when they were
,spoken wkh the month.
Where is Moses, Job, Peter,
Paul?
Gone from the earth forever.
Nothing J"emams
.of them to bless and glorify onr race e;x:cept their words .,
.or the deeds they performed by being made eternal, embalmed Ul the Word of God.
What deeds of war, what victories of peace,
What truths of God ., what noble acts of men,
Would live to bless and glorify our race,
Sav.e through th.e silent language of the pen?
Then, if there is a God, and Ghat God should delllire to
.communicate His will to man-should
wish to reveal to
His creatures their beginning, their history, their depe.nde.nce, thejr en,d, their origin and destiny,; w.ben a.i;td
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and has continued with increa~ed momentum,
until now. True it has long been perverted. has often
been buried beneath the rubbish of man Isms, creeds,
doctriues and notions untrue, human traditions and false
theologies, as the prophecies had said it would; but it has
overturned kingdoms, subdued empires, destroyed the
mighty temples built by other relig10ns, and enthroned
itself in the hearts of huffianity as nothing else in the
world has ever done, and today is . increasing in purity,
power and fervencv, unknown to former ages. It has
done just what its Author and Founder said it would do,
here are its evidences all around us. As Daniel said, "It
.:;hall break io pienes and subdue all kingdoms," so it has.
Who can deny it?
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it would,

And yet the preaching of this gospel began under cir,
cumstances the most insignificant and discouraging from
a worldly point of view of any movement of consequence
the world has ever witne8sed.
Its enemies were the en,
throned rulers of the earth, both in church and state,
''the sceptred arm, the mitred head.''
Heathendom with
its myriad arts and arms, its myriad priests aud temples.
Judaism, with its sacred traditions,
its sacred hiJtoric
associations and its wisdom and power, were its enemies;
Its friends and supporters, a few despised and insignificant men forbidden to use the sword or to offer any phy ,
sical resi;;tance, circumscribed to one mode of warfare
only-teaching.
To preach Obrist and Him crucified!
What an unequal contest? Yet two centuries hav.i not
rolled away until the foolishness of preaching has accom.
plished the work. The existing order of things has been
destroyed and the Kingdom of Obrist has spr~ad to the
ends of the earth.
About this time the apostasy began
to usurp the power and authority of the chur ch ii.no tQ

subvert the pure and holy principles of the gospel of peace,
replacmg the church clothed in the beauty of holiness,
with an unnatural
oligarchy, and this is responsible for
all the spurious religions of Ohristendom,
of this and
other ages, filling it with warring sects, and destroying
its primitive purity and simplicity.
But this does not
weaken, but only strengthens the argument,
as these
thmgs were foretold in unmistakable
terms by the inspired writers, and are to d<ly found on the pages of the
Bible, of which we cannot now speak particularly.
Suff·
ice it to say that the mission of Christ has been truly accomplished; that His religion has done and is doing what
He said it would do. The captive world 1s being set at
liberty, and the gospel of peace and love is being preaohed
to the poor. That though when He expired on Golgotha,
the world, and even His disciples, supposed it was the
end of the matter. It turned out to be in reality, only the
beginning.
"Oh ye of little faith."
History and Geography of the Bible.
The Bible takes many positions.
It makes many propositions and assertions-historical,
geographical and scientific, as well as moral and religious.
Thousands of its
statements ar e known, and admitted to be true. Thous•
ands can be demonstrated,
Thousands more are fullv
corroborated by science, history and geography.
But
many of its statements cannot be verified or corroborated
bv extraneous history, because it goes away bel;lind all
human history.
But it has never been caught in one un•
truth.
As far as any other reliable authority goes, it always corroborates, and nevl'r contradicts.
History runs
parallel with it as far as history runs, but as we travel
back into the remote past, the track of history becomas
dimmer and dimmer, until it is entirely lost in remote
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antiquity.
But the Bible goes on further t>aok until even
tradition itselt e:x;pires, and all traces of history or tradi,
tion are lost, and yet we have not nearly reached the
time fixed by the Bible as the ~eginning.
Is it not re,
markable?
And is it not a universal rule that a witness
corroborated in all material statements, known to us to
be true, should be believed in those that we do not know.
if their statements are uncont.cadicted?
For history of the ancient patriarchs, of the times of
Abraham and Melchizedek, and even of Mos.es and an cient Egypt, while Israel sojourned among them, for tlle
times and customs of Job, we mus.t rely almost entirely
on the Bible for anything authentic.
True, when we
come to Moses and the Egypt of his day, we have much
to corroborate the scripture account, though very mdefi,
nite. The history is also very vague with regarrl to the
ancient nations, as the Philistines,
the Assyrians, the
Ammonites, the Egyptians, the Amalekites and other na.
tions mentioned in the divine record, but when we come
to Babylon, Ninevah, Persia, Greece, Rome, etc., history
begins, and instead of contradicting anything in the
biblical record, corroborates and helps it out.
Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the beauty of the
Ohaldees' excellency, where Daniel prophesie<l and wa~
the captive prince of Judah, in the house of Nebuohad.
nezzar; where the three Hebrew children were cast into
the burning, fiery furnace and were <lelivered thence
through the intervention of the God of Abrahatn, Isaac
and Jacob, to whom Daniel prayed morning and evening
with his face turned toward Jerusalem, certainly e:x;isted
and flouri&hed according to the divine record. While it
is true the begmning of Babylon is so far away in the re.
mote past thi\,t no history gives its origin ex;cept the 51,
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ble, whioh tells us how they journeyed out after the flood
until they found a piain in the land of Shinar on the river Euphrates, where they decided to build a city and 11
tower. This they were doing when their language was
confounded and they were scattered over the earth. This
was the beginning of Babylon, and along down the ages,
history begins and finds her in her glory, seated upon
the throne of the empire of the world, the first of th':l universal kingdoms, consequently the head of gold of the
image of Nebuchadnezzar,
This no one will deny. Fol•
lowing in the footsteps of Babylon came Persia, Greece
and Rome, who also leave their history of blood and conquest, and have done what the prophets of God said they
would do, and have fallen and been buried in the dust of
ages as the prophets said they would be, And Rome, the
destroyer of nations and ruler of the world, with her
great men, artists, poets, orators, conquerors and her numerous crimes against God and man, at the zenith of
whose power our Lord was crucified, has left her name
upon the imperishable pages of history and in her weakness is with us today, an undeniable monument of scripture truth.
What are your wrongs and sufferings? Oome and see
The cypress, hear the owl and plod your way
O'er steps of broken thrones and temples ye,
Whose agonies are evils of a day;
A world is at our feet as fragile as our clay,
The Scipio's tomb contains no ashes now;
The very sepulchers lie tenantless
Of their heroic dwellers, dost thou flow,
Oh, Tiber, through a marbled wilderness?
Rise with thy yellow waves and mantle her distress!
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Jesus that He is the Son of God and the Savior of the
world.

The Jews
The children of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and the ac,
curacy with which the pl'Ophec1es concerning them have
oeen fulfilled, spoken "at sundry times and in divers
manners,'' by thousands of prophetic tongues, is another
example which strikes us with wonder. The promise that
God made to the fathers, that they should possess the
land of Canaan, which they did for many centuries, drtv•
ing out their enemies before them; that on account of
their disobedience, they would be scattered among the
nations of the earth, would be hated and persecuted but
not destroyed; that they would lose their Goc!-given pos•
sessions, and wander over the earth as strangers, but
never lose their identity, have been exactly fulfilled and
are being fulfilled today. l'hat they should become a
hiss and a byword and a reproach, that they should dwell
alone and should not be reckoned among the nations,
this, with many other prophecies too numewus to mention, have been very accurately fulfilled. For who can
tell the time that they tiver did or ever will mi:x their
blood, with the other nations of the earth? They are a
distinct people, of peculiar disposition, not like.other peo.
ple, and are made so by the peculiarity of their religion,
and their law, which is thousands of years old, and bas
in all that time undergone no change. They have never
had a government or home of their own, since they lost
their beloved Jadea and Jerusalem, yet scattered as they
are, in all the nations of the earth, ,hey have preserved
their identity, and are as distinct a people today as they
were when they ma1ched in triumph from the land of
Go11hen,out of the boudag~ of Egypt. At the destrncUg"
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of Jerusalem, when the world was looking on in wonder,
and predicting th,ir entire destruction, when not one
stone was left upon another of their temple and city, but
absolute destructipn was decreed to all the descendants of
Jacob by the Roman emperor, about A. D. 70, human insight would have said that the predictions of the prophets
would fail, but not so. A remnant remains, and at the
present time there is no likelihood that the consecrated
blood of Israel will ever be obliterated from the earth.
In fact, no other nation of antiquity has preserved its
blood and its traclitions with such purity, and none have
preserved any semblance of their individuality and iden.
tity that have been scattered among the nations.
The monuments or memorials kept by them to commemorate the great events in their national history, apart
from the inspiration of the Bible, should be regarded by
any reasonable mind as entitled to the same historic cred.
it, as the commemorative monuments of any other nation. Who would question the fact that :>n the fourth
day of July, 1776, the continental congress met at Philadelphia and adopted the Declaration of Independence?
Who would dare to say that this is not the reason why
the American people celebrate every fourth of July with
so much rejoicing? Yet none are alive today who lived
in that time, much less are there any li\'ing who witnessed that wonderful event, and the memorial days in the
history of Israel, such as the Passover, the Sabbath, are
as well autht.ntioated commemorations of events which
transpired in their national history as the other. 'J'hey
were taught by the God of Moses and Joshua, to keep
these things forever, and when thev should be asked in
time to come, by their children and grand children, what
they meant by doing these things, they were to answer
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marching on in triumph, followed b:, the ,rue and
faithful armies. Where a.re the enemies ot the- word ot
Goel, who in the past, while breathing God's pure air
for a few days. made war upon Him and Bia truth?
Buried in forgotten graves.
The inftdela of the ~
aaea beoome the witneasea for the truthe of inspiration
The only reason th&• any ot their
for the pr~t.
work• are lrnown and reprded of any value today, ill in
the me made of them by belleTera to aubatantiate t~
claim• of the truth of ,he Bible. The modern ln4del
woold willmgly let all the works of the anolent anfl
eaall:, does the God of the
m~ieval inldels die,
Teree oonf1111eand overthrow ,he flimsy echemea of
enemJea.
Ye ioonoolanio deatro:,ere of hoar:, thio"8, before you
can deatro:, lbe blened Book <,f God, your W'lll'lrWlll
oome to naqht, and you be eleeping in atl akaown
lfl''Ye• Ita power over the human raoe la pomplete.
Je11118
said it eboold endure-ebould not Pall! away.
Destroy our temples that by the millioa rear their
beaip beade In the air of God'• own pure be&Ten, in
wh»b Bia poor fallen creaturea meec to wonhip Him,
take memory from the earth and in lte stead establish
black oblivion, llill eTerY Jew and Cbrlatian, and still
you h&Te not commenced to deatroy the Book of books.
It is the seed ~ the kingdom, .-id thoa,h every one-of
the 1nyriad plants, that that wondetfnl ieed baa produced were dea&f()yed,the aa-e aeed will produce mo~ tind
mocel Blind, Indeed, mu• he be, who doea nc* --~at
the J)IO'ridential care and .oTerlll,th, of the di'riae AQbor
hU bad a fiQgV in its :preeervauon. and the ~tr
aroaud i* ao many atroag ll&feiroarda that it ,..... impoeaible for ita enemies w ~ven aniloipa~ its dee~.
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aud what wonder that Hie kiudneaa ia thoa manifeat as
it is the onl:, beam of immortal light, that ahines into
Chis low ll'OUDd of sin and BOl'l'Ow,to point out the way
t o the bright hereafter, to Hie poor, fallen and erring
crea&meaJ Tha He baa and will preserve it, though
~ hell's embatt~ed hosts make anrelentloa
war, is
certain.
B1eaaedBook! Gloriou ooommmation ot the wisdom
of the ages! That poin$6 ~e broken hearted world,
where the voice of weeping Rachel is ever heard and
refuses to be comforted, to the bright forever. That
binds with faith's anwaverioa cable, the bleeding aonl,
aor08I the fathomle•
abyaa of death to the unlhake11
star of hope-hope that as an anohor to the aonl, e0Cer1
t-0 that within the v~ul, where the forerunner ill for us
eocefed, even Jeaua. Which paio&athe golden light of
immortality npon the blaolr aud voiceleas tomb.
Faith
It ia the dispoaition ot tha ioftdel to deride faith, and
to point the ftuger ot derision at what toey call che
childish credulity of those who believe in the Btble and
Ohriatiauity, and meaaoriog faith by their acand:Cro,
and rejectio,r e\'erytbiug aa unproved, .as they do, unleH it be aapported by .iaat high degree of proof called
demon1tmtioo, would leave 1111with bat litcle, tba.t we
ooo~ c:all knowledge. For as SIDloo Greenleaf, the
areat autbo,rlty on evidence aaya: "Nooe bot math8Qlatical trutha are aolOtlptible of that high tiegree of pruof,
called demonstration.
.Matters of fact are proyed b7
JDor&Ievide11ceonly." "The word evidence in iu lepl
acceptation, includes all the meana by which any matter
offaot, the nb;lect of which is aubnutted to iuveatiga.
a.'11l,ii, eata l>li/11:
ell o, cbsproved." We aa~ tbilt #liw~,
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don't lie. It is figures that give us demonstration.
To
prove that there are a certain numb.ir of yards in a piece
of cloth, we measure it, and thus demonstrate it. This
is not moral evidence.
But if the one who measures the
cloth bears testimony, as to how much there is of it, this
i3 moral evidence. All facts of history, all narrations of
circumstances, that we believe and are not eye witnesses
to, depend on moral evidence; in fact are moral evidence.
Faith is the belief of moral evidence.
There are three
avenues through which we arrive at correct information
or knowlerlge.
Testimony, experience and reason.
Our
experience is very limited, and our reason unreliable,
is
correct only so far as our general knowledge of things is
correct.
Faith, being the belief of testimony, shows its
importance.
What would we know about the past, except through
faith in testimony?
Nothing, absolutely,
What would
we know about the present, ;except what comes within
our own limited vision? Absolutely nothing.
I have
heard ignorant infidels dogmatically assert, aner deriding faith, that science has demonstrated
certain facts,
which, to have saved their lives, they could not have told
whether it was ninety or 1.inety million miles to the sun.
They believed, because certam so•called scientists said
JO, that certain things had been dtmonstrated
by science,
and accepted what they said about it without any proof,
1md with a fanaticism worthy of the wildest devotee oi
ouperstition.
Rejecting the tl.'stimony of the ages, mak·
ing light of the divine record as given through Moses and
other men of God, they accept the "ipse dixit" of moderu
so called scientists as if they were rnfalhble demi-gods,
without eif.her testimony,
experience or reason, for no
other reason as it would seem except from a rebelliou,;,. ,
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perverse and reprobate desire to disbelieve tha Bible.
Faith comes by hearing.
We hear the testimony and
if i, is credible we believe it, hence faith.
All we know
about God, about history, geography, and practically
all
we know about science itself is through our faith in scientific writers and investigators.
We have not investigated ourselves. · We must rely on others for knowledge,
and t.l:lis is necessarily faith.

Science.
But there is a class of science-"sciencc
falsely so
called''-upon
which the infidel places great reliauce,
which has neither tei;timony, experience or reason for its
support, commonly known as evolution or Darwinism.
This theory supposes that about fifty million years ago,
when everything that now exists was in a state of chaos;
that matter and force was a,l mixed in one unintelligible,
unintelligent,
irrational mass calle !, I believe, a nebular
cloud,
lt is suppo,bd that the.e
v. as no mtelligence
there, llO life, but that the forcer, which make life and intelligence were there in a latent though potential state.
That by the law ot change this mass of manimate
maL•
t1er and force gradually changed into ord er and system,
aud that finally lifo a11d intelligence came about.
That
this change was so gradual that it was even not conceivable by any sense that man possesses, Aud au Irisl.unan
might aek, how could we have any "idea of this change if
we cannot perceive it with any uf our stnses.
Now, as
all that was so long ago, there is no one living, or that
has lived in historic ages that can have auy faith in tuis
theory from his experienc e, as be was not there to experience lt, and all the experiPnce that he possesses is to the
contrary,
He ca1.1not say 1hat he can have any faith in
the theory, as there is no moral evidence to support
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no rational and intelligent gov irnor in the uuivers~, anrl
that they are fools who think so; cease yonr feeble at·
tempts to pry into infinity long enough to answer me a
few simple, yet insJrutable
questions.
How is lt ye
demi-gods, wno have found that the Bible account of the
origin of man is fal,e, and that man with his noble reason and infinite faculties-lovj),
h.)pe, revenge, fear-is
the offspring of chance and chaos ·; sprang from an inanimate clod, nurtured by chance and blind force? How
is it that the tender acorn's shell holds in its feeble grasp
the mighty mou'l.tain oak? How is it that a kind and
benificent nature nurtures thetfeeble life in the tender
acorn, through the various processes of bud, sprig, tender plant, until with the weight of years resting upon
its stalwart frame and form, in matchless stre,ngth and
graceful beauty, it is able to withstand
the fierce and
wrathful tempests of the centuries,
and laugh at the
feeble tricks of warring elements; its fiber woven into
the mighty ships that go to sea. and composing the
structure& fit for the habitation
of man, to protect him
from the ravages of the elements?
Which was first, the tree or the acorn? If the acorn
was first, then there was an acorn that never came from
a tree. And if the tree was first, then there was a tree
that did not grow from an acorn. Explain these things
and you will have no difficulty to know how man was
made full grown from clay and woman from his ri.b.
For you could as easily make a woman from a rib, as a
tree from an acorn, and could as easily do either as to
overthrow the simple, trusting faith of humanity
based
on the whailom of the centuries.
Human experience ha3
seen the one, but not the other, is all the difference .
Furthermore,
he wh@ could create life in the beginning,
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could certainly repcoduce it from the dead, if he chose.
Then "Why should it be thought a thing incredible with
you that God should raise 'the dead?"
s~ieuce cltanges every decade, yea every yeu.r, to meet
the exigenr.ies that arise by reason of new inventions
and discoveries.
It has alwavs been changing.
The
philosophers of the presant lauglt at the ignmtnce o~
those of past ages. The old philosophers believed the
world was flat and the center of the universe.
Even the
wise men 1n the time of Oolumbus believed this and
laughed him to scorn because he taught that the earth
was a globe and that he could sail around it. But Co·
lumbus demonstrated
the correctness of his theory, ancl
so the code or system of science had to be revised to conform to what the later discoveries found to be the facts
of nature.
So it is, the changes run frJm passing age
to age, while the Book of books still stands by its original statements,
the same yesterday, today and forever,
without variableuess or shadow of turning.
I have no war to m11,keon true science, and all that it
may have learned about nature for th,i benefit of mar.kind. It has never discovered anything
that confltcts
with the Bible, but all is in harm(}ny with the sacred
record. The greatest discoveries have all been made by
firm believers in thfl Christian religion, such as Copernicu~. Columbus and Sir Isaac Newton.
In fact all these
discoveries were made possible by the enlightenment
and freedom which the principles of the gospel of Christ
inculcated in the human race. None of them were made
ourside of Bible lands. It is science falsely
so called
that is at war with the truth, and the attempts of the
godlei,s sons of atheism to de1SLWythe irrefutable
truths
of inspiration, the gratuitous
and unprovoked
attack
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the dust of ages will cover them from sight, wheu the human race shall have accepted the gospel; the goldeu alle
be ushered in, when men shall learn no - more of war,
wrong and outrage.
Farewell!
May yon turn in time to a merciful G.)d
and obtain redemption through the blood of His Son, a11d
meet with all the faithful ot the earth, iu that city wnose
msker and bmlder is God, where the redeemed from sir
and corruption will sing:
"Oh Deabh. where 1s thy sting?
Oh Grave, where now thy victory?"
[END OF PART THREE.)

ERRATA.
Attention is called to the tollowinJ,r errors ill citations
found in part second. The figures refer to paragraphs.
·No 4. Add John 5;37.
No 5. Instead of Isa. 45:24, read Isa. 48:24.
No. 11. Instead of Sam. read Lam. For Isa. 45:17
read 45:7.
No. 14. Z, in Ez should be x.
No. 15. Instead of Sam. read . ~m.
Ps. 145:19, read
145:9.
No. 16. Pr. should read Ps. 103:8. Read Num. 88:17,
Num. 32:17.
·1 No. 17. Read Ps. 1:8, 14, Ps. 1:18, 14, '
NG, 23. Add 1 Cor, 8:4.
No. 24. The last citation should rear!, Ex. 20:15 . ...
No. 25. Kings should be l Kings,. Rx. reed .Ex.
No. 30. 1 Tim. 15:8, should read 1 Tim . '5;8.
No. 81. Mark 85, should read 3:5. Eck. read Eccl.
No. 36. Kmgs should read 1 Kings,
No. 39. Gen 7:10 should read Gen. 17:lO. Gol. 5;12,
read · Gal. 5:2.
·
No. 52. Pro\". 83:31, 32 should read Prov. 23;31, 32.

BIOOR.APHICAL SKETCH.
)

Brot ,her U. G. Wilkinson vra!j bprn J11ly ;:JO,1863,,.at
Springfield, Missond. He was baptized into the Ohurch of
Ohrist , in 188.3, by Brother J. G. Brown, and began
preachinai ,the gospel about ten years later.
Brother Wilkinson has written extensively for the retigious press. Most of his writing has been against
modern infidelity and great good has been accomplished
by his oen.
,
,. For a . num~r
of , year-l!,-, the r subject ,of this s~etch,
practiced law, which greatly assists him m determining
the weight of evidence.
He certainly knows the value
of an argument whether it be pro or con.
The Wilkinson bovs are nearly all preachers and have
all accomplished much good for the cause ~hey love; but
"U. G," hi.a made infidelity a speoialty, and has done
i:µore-in this line than any of his brothers.
1
,
The writer has known U. G. Wilkinson for a n11mber
of years ·and has al ways- believed him to be a good man.
He ts one of the most humble and godly men that I ever
met. ,He is a man with a good education,- yet he is
always willing to learn mPre and more as the days come
a nd go. lt has never been my privilege to hear him
preach much, but I am sure he preaches well. I heard
him preach once at Sentinel, Oklahoma, and can truly say
that a better sermon, I never heard from any one. His
life l1as been one above reproach and all who know him
-"'t\Ythat he is a good man.
•, Brother Wilkinson has held ten oral debates and six
of them were with infidels. He is soon to meet the infidels again.
Among the infidels whom he has met are:
,John
Chari~ijworth,
L. S. Welch and C. 0. Moore.
J.t-is known fact that _ the men ,whose names artt ll"Ulll•
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